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LETTER from Dean Broome

     The award winning actress Lauren 
Becall once said that standing 
still is the fastest way of moving 
backwards in a rapidly changing 
world.  The Indiana University 
School of Nursing (IUSON) has 
never stood still. In fact, the pace 
of change in the School over the 

past two years has been unprecedented. The faculty 
and staff have creatively worked to address the many 
challenges nursing education faces. Imagination is 
the highest kite one can fl y and for the fi eld of nursing, 
imagination means innovation and innovation 
permeates all we do. IU School of Nursing faculty 
are national leaders in education, research and 
community service. Our collective vision will continue 
to focus on innovation and chart the School’s path for 
the future toward an overarching goal of fostering a 
community of learning that addresses society’s need 
for scientifi cally prepared, caring and courageous 
nurse professionals. 
 One of the major educational initiatives currently 
underway at IUSON is the  complete renovation of 
the learning laboratory – one of the fi rst settings 
in which nursing students have the opportunity to 
develop critical thinking and technical skills. The 
current space must be updated to adequately support 
the technology needed to educate future nurses in 
today’s health care systems and to prepare them to 
understand the complicated clinical information 
systems that enable better and safer patient care. 
Clinical simulation, the ability to construct a health 
care situation within a safe environment, allows for 
instruction and careful review of student progress 
which is a critical dimension of clinical nursing 
education. With the addition of Sim Man this past 
year, we’ve taken giant steps toward building a 
learning environment that is dynamic, safe and on 
the cutting-edge. The renovation of the learning 
lab, however, will provide state-of-the-art models 
and clinical equipment to even further develop the 
competencies of undergraduate and graduate nursing 
students, closing the gap between academia and 
practice.
 This past fall the IU School of Nursing was 
nationally recognized for its innovation in education. 
The National League for Nursing has designated the 

School as a Center for Teaching Excellence, one of 
a handful across the nation. With faculty experts in 
clinical simulation, curriculum development and e-
learning we are clearly a national model for nursing 
education.
 Strong partnerships are a hallmark of the 
research programs at the Indiana University School 
of Nursing. This past year the school moved to 8th 
(out of 102 schools ranked) in National Institutes of 
Health funding. This ranking illustrates the caliber 
of our IU nurse scientists’ research programs and is 
refl ective of the many interdisciplinary collaborative 
relationships they lead while making exciting, 
innovative and clinically relevant science happen. 
Our Centers for Enhancing Quality of Life in Chronic 
Illness and Mary Margaret Walther Behavior 
Oncology Center, the NIH funded training grant 
in Health Behavior funded for its 16th-20th years 
and the new interdisciplinary NIH research training 
grant in cancer control all refl ect a scientifi cally 
grounded faculty who provide outstanding mentoring 
for graduate students and post-doctoral fellows in 
nursing and other disciplines.  Both the pre-doctoral 
and post-doctoral students who are trained through 
the efforts of our nursing leaders will collaboratively 
lead health and life science initiatives in the future.
 One of the most important objectives faculty 
set for our nursing students is to teach them to be 
innovative and evidenced based in their approach to 
patient care. And the best way, of course, to inspire 
them is for faculty to be innovators and leaders in 
nursing. This new paradigm of nursing education 
means questioning the status quo, seeking creative 
and supportive partnerships, sharing our expertise 
with colleagues across disciplines and imagining 
new and better ways to deliver safe, effective and 
compassionate care. Here at the IU School of 
Nursing and through every student who becomes an 
IU alumna or alumnus, we’re creating an atmosphere 
in which education and practice can enable positive 
change for patients, their families and the discipline 
and science of nursing. We’re certainly not standing 
still, in fact, we’re leading the way. 

Marion E. Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN
University Dean and Distinguished Professor
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LETTER from Roselle Partridge

 What’s your connection to the IU School of Nursing (IUSON)? Are you a 
graduate?  A friend of the School? Perhaps you are linked through an interest in 
healthcare and nursing in Indiana or you received great care from an IU grad. 
Whatever the connection, IUSON will always be part of you.  
 The IUSON Alumni Association (IUSON AA) is the best way to strengthen 
that connection with IU. It builds bridges between undergraduate students 
completing their fi rst degrees and seasoned graduates with advanced degrees. 
It provides opportunities to keep in touch with classmates, peers, friends and 
faculty members and to learn more about the School through the IU Alumni 
magazine, the Pulse (the School’s alumni publication), IUSON and Alumni 
Association Web sites, special lectures and gatherings and the annual May 
reunion weekend.

This year the IUSON AA has three major goals:
1.  Identify alumni and student needs on behalf of the IUSON AA and produce 

a plan to address those needs.
2.  Develop communication methods to increase connections between alumni 

and with students.
3.  Create and support efforts to rebuild the IUSON Alumni Association Web 

page and other print publications.

 There are so many ways that you can be involved with the IU School of 
Nursing.  Nominate an alumnus or friend of the School for an award. Visit http://
www.alumni.iupui.edu/nursingawards.htm for the criteria and nomination form. 
Volunteer for events such as greeting new nursing students at orientation or 
mentoring a student or new graduate. Participate in special events like Alumni 
Weekend, Celebrate Nursing Luncheon or regional alumni meetings hosted by 
Dean Broome. Help raise funds for a specifi c project like the restoration of Ball 
Gardens and rejuvenation of the statue (Flo) that so many of us knew when we 
were in nursing school. Finally, join the IUSON AA board of directors and help 
to provide direction and planning.  Please contact the Alumni Offi ce and Danny 
Kibble at djkibble@iupui.edu to become more involved.
 Whatever life stage you’re in – new graduate to retired – and whatever 
connection you have, you’re an important part of the IU School of Nursing 
family. The IUSON Alumni Association is the perfect place to stay connected 
and lend your expertise. Please join and stay in touch. Volunteer.  Let us hear 
from you!

Roselle Partridge, BSN ’59, MSN ’76
President, IUSON AA
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TRENDS in Nursing

CLINICAL SIMULATIONSCLINICAL SIMULATIONS
the Real Thing!

Pamela Jeffries, DNS, RN, FAAN
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs

Associate Professor, Department of Adult Health

Technology is revolutionizing the design, 

delivery, and evaluation of nursing education.  

Nurse educators are faced with new challenges 

of development, implementation, and testing 

as technology is incorporated into educational 

programs.  One such technology gaining in 

popularity as a teaching-learning strategy in 

nursing education is the use of clinical simulation 

embedded in the classroom or laboratory, 

sometimes as a substitute for or extension of 

students’ clinical experience.  
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6 The Pulse of Indiana Nursing

 This past year, IU School of Nursing faculty 
were fortunate to receive grant funding for a patient 
simulator, Mr. Sim Man, to use in their teaching.  
The patient simulator has elicited great enthusiasm 
among those faculty and students who have had 
the opportunity to use him.  When Mr. Sim Man is 
incorporated into a clinical simulated experience, 
students are able to auscultate his lungs and bowel 
sounds, assess his cardiac rhythm, perform a head-
to-toe assessment and assess his symptoms by 
conversing with him.  
 Since Mr. Sim Man’s arrival, faculty have been 
very creative about ways to incorporate a simulated 
experience into their courses.  For example, in the 
Health Alterations I course, faculty wanted to 
provide the students with experience in the care of 
a diabetic, insulin-managed patient. A simulation 
was developed that could ensure that the content and 
application of the material was experienced by all of 
the students.  Another example is the incorporation 
of an interdisciplinary simulation using senior 
nursing students and third-year medical students 
caring for a post-op patient experiencing chest 
pain and an arrhythmia.  The 20-minute simulation 
followed by a 20-minute debriefi ng focused on 
collaborative work and communication across the 
two disciplines.  Students’ evaluation comments 
have included, “It was our fi rst time working with 
another discipline; working together produces the 
greatest outcome for the patient.”  Another student 
stated, “It was helpful to interact and learn what 
aspects would be important in a real life situation 
instead of having to deal with a full code.”  Faculty 
are using simulations to design clinical experiences 
for students that are critical to the course and 
promote problem-solving and decision-making 
skills in a non-threatening environment.  

TRENDS in Nursing

IU SCHOOL OF NURSING
WELCOMES MR. SIM MAN
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 Simulations offer nurse educators a signifi cant educational 
strategy that can help meet the needs of today’s student learners 
by providing them interactive, practice-based instructional 
strategies.  Implementing and testing the use of simulations in 
the curriculum has the potential to:

•  Use faculty in the teaching of clinical skills and interventions 
more effectively;

•  Allow students more fl exibility to practice skills and increase 
their knowledge in a way convenient for their schedules;

•  Involve students in their learning process; by interacting 
with the simulation, the student must use a higher order of 
learning than simply mimicking the teacher role model;

•  Provide education in a state-of-the-art learning 
environment that improves student instruction by fostering 
consistency across educators for overall clinical and didactic 
instruction in a non-threatening environment;

•  Serve as a competency check for students, new graduates 
or individuals being oriented to an area; the simulation 
experience provides a competency check of the participants’ 
knowledge, skills and problem-solving abilities;

•  Serve as an evaluation mechanism to document competency 
of clinical skills and performance; and

•  Provide an innovative educational model that is interactive 
and promotes a higher order of skill sets by the learner.

 With the increased use of technologies in clinical 
environments, the need for safer patient care environments, 
increased demands on clinical sites, educator shortages, 
and the increased need to promote problem-solving/clinical 
decision-making in clinical practice, nurse educators have the 
opportunity to develop new models for clinical education and 
offer more realistic teaching-learning experiences.  Designing 
and implementing simulations is one strategy to meet these 
needs.  Well-designed simulations have the potential to support 
students’ transition from nursing in the laboratory to the patient 
care setting while promoting more safe and competent practice 
in the healthcare environment.

SIMULATION INFLUENCES BOTH 
TEACHING AND LEARNING 

TRENDS in Nursing

Renovating IUSON’s Resource Center 
for Innovation in Clinical Nursing
 

 The Resource Center for Innovation in Clinical Nursing is an 
integral part of preparing nurses for clinical practice by building 
a bridge between academe and service that gives students the 
chance to practice what they’ve learned in a safe environment 
before caring directly for patients. Although the Center was 
updated about a decade ago, recent demands in health care 
for more technologically sophisticated graduates and learning 
environments that use simulated experiences to teach students 
required a more extensive renovation for IUSON to remain on 
the cutting-edge of educational programs in the U.S.  
  A complete renovation of IUSON’s Resource Center is set to 
begin this spring and will refl ect the equipment and technology 
that our future nurses will be using upon graduation. Patient 
simulation will be an integral part of the Center that allows 
IUSON faculty to teach theory, assess each student’s progress, 
integrate technology and develop the clinical reasoning skills 
of students.  The laboratory serves students in BSN, MSN and 
PhD programs as well as graduate nurses in practice who are 
enrolled in continuing education programs at IUSON.  
 The renovation process requires many resources. We ask 
for your involvement in the transformation of this vital learning 
space resulting in better prepared nurses and increased patient 
safety.  There are many opportunities available for your support.  
Please contact Janet McCully at 317-274-4293 or jmccully@
iupui.edu to fi nd out more. Thank you!
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EXPLORING THE DYNAMICS OF VACCINE ACCEPTANCE
ROSE M. MAYS, PHD, RN, FAAN
PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY HEALTH AND ASSOCIATE DEAN
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

SHAPING Indiana

Dr. Rose Mays has a long-standing appreciation for the powerful role that 
vaccines can play in disease prevention.  As a new public health nurse in the 
late 1960s, she had the unpleasant task of assisting a clinic physician with 
informing a young mother that her infant was blind as a result of congenital 
rubella syndrome.  Mays says the case was memorable because of the 
family’s heartache but also because it caught her off guard personally.  
She explains, “I had just left a position in a very intense acute care setting 
where tragedies were commonplace. I did not expect a well- baby clinic to 
have this kind of drama!”  A few years later, a safe and effective vaccine 
for rubella was approved and Dr. Mays immunized hundreds of Indianapo-
lis area school children against the disease.  She learned that vaccinating 
school-age children would eliminate the reservoir for rubella and thus 
protect pregnant women from infection. “I thought about that baby 
with congenital cataracts almost every time I immunized a child during 
those school immunization campaigns.” Today, rubella has been virtually 
eliminated in the US because of aggressive public health efforts.

Although vaccines are one of the most 
effective methods of disease prevention, 
they are often underutilized.  The health 
care community is continually challenged 
to keep vaccine coverage at acceptable 
levels. Consequently, when in the mid-
1990s vaccines against HIV, herpes and 
human papillomavirus (HPV) were being 
touted as “silver bullets” against these 
primarily sexually transmitted conditions, 
Mays and some colleagues challenged the 
wisdom of this thinking.  Mays elaborates, 
“Drs. Greg Zimet, Dennis Fortenberry and 
I knew there was a myriad of potential 
reasons for the non-acceptance of such 
vaccines by consumers and providers 
alike.”  Conversations with her IU School 
of Medicine colleagues sparked the writing 
of their 2000 paper, “Vaccines Against 

Sexually Transmitted Infections: Promise 
and Problems of the Magic Bullets for 
Prevention and Control,” and launched 
her systematic investigation into factors 
affecting the acceptance and rejection of 
STD vaccines.
 “Greg was already funded to study the 
acceptance of the Hepatitis B vaccine, but 
gathering data on consumers’ perspectives 
on vaccines which were not yet available 
was a new twist,” says Dr. Mays.  Building 
on the results of studies done with their 
graduate students, in 1997 Mays and Zimet 
convinced a pharmaceutical company to 
fund a study about women’s knowledge, 
attitudes and beliefs in relation to genital 
warts, Pap smears, cervical cancer and a 
potential HPV vaccine. “We learned that, 
generally, adolescent and adult women were 
not averse to an HPV vaccine; however, 
they were virtually clueless about HPV and 
its connection to cervical cancer.”  This 
summer an HPV vaccine was approved by 
the FDA and has been accompanied by 
massive consumer information campaigns. 
 The HPV study led to Dr. Mays 
becoming a co-investigator for a grant 

from the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Disease to study STD vaccine 
acceptance among adolescents and their 
parents.  She has shared the results from 
this study through publications and 
national and international presentations.  
Currently, she is a co-investigator for a 
National Institute of Nursing Research 
study to develop interventions to promote 
HIV testing among minority women and to 
study factors infl uencing their participation 
in HIV vaccine clinical trials.  “Although 
the development of an HIV vaccine may be 
in the future, learning more about effective 
preventive messages and clinical trial 
participation is needed today to reduce 
health disparities,” says Dr. Mays.   
 In addition to her research activities, 
Mays teaches IUSON graduate pediatric 
nursing students, is a member of the 
IU School of Medicine department of 
pediatrics’ interdisciplinary Leadership 
Education in Adolescent Health (LEAH) 
training program and is associate dean 
for community and international affairs at 
IUSON. She has been an IUSON faculty 
member since 1973.
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SHAPING Indiana

 IU School of Nursing’s Maternity 
Outreach Mobilization (MOM) Project is an 
award-winning model of home visitation.  In 
1988, a rural MOM Project used teams of 
nurses, social workers and community health 
workers to improve birth outcomes by locating 
pregnant women, linking them with prenatal 
care, providing support and education and 
helping them adopt healthier lifestyles.  When 
civic leaders learned Indianapolis had the worst 
black infant mortality rate of any major city in the 
United States, they established the Campaign 
for Healthy Babies.  The MOM Project model of 
prenatal care coordination was a key component 
of that campaign and was replicated throughout 
the city. MOM Project efforts received national 
recognition from Parent’s magazine and led to 
the codifi cation of community-based prenatal 
care into state statute and enabled the service to 
be reimbursed by Medicaid.
 But helping pregnant moms have healthy 

babies is only part of the story.  Preventing 
child abuse and neglect and raising healthy 
children is the next step. Building on 10 years 
of home visiting experience, the MOM Project 
implements the Healthy Families America (HFA) 
model of home visitation throughout Indiana.  
Located on the Westside, MOM Project has 
grown to 34 staff, who reach nearly 1,000 at-risk 
families each year through assessments and 
ongoing home visitation.  Most participants are 
single mothers with few resources and all join 
voluntarily.  MOM Project home visiting begins 
during pregnancy or shortly after birth and can 
continue until the child is three years of age. The 
majority of mothers enrolled in home visiting are 
African-American (54%) or Hispanic (21%) and 
MOM Project staff members refl ect this diversity. 
 MOM Project is part of three federally 
funded research projects as a partner for 
community-based research:  group counseling 
for unmarried parents; improving functional 

health literacy; and using technology for parent 
education.  With local funding from Nina Mason 
Pulliam Foundation, Indiana Perinatal Network 
also is partnering with the MOM Project to 
evaluate the feasibility of combining the roles of a 
community-based doula and a Healthy Families 
home visitor.
 Over a 20 year period (1988-2008), local 
and state government agencies, corporations 
and foundations will have invested about $17 
million in the MOM Project. These  investments 
are producing immediate benefi ts, as thousands 
of Hoosier families are getting a better start in 
life.  Students in nursing, medicine and social 
work are learning fi rst-hand how interdisciplinary 
teams can use evidence to improve community-
based services.  By integrating scholarship 
with service, the MOM Project exemplifi es the 
mission of a contemporary urban university. 

 “Fit for Life” is a health and wellness 
outreach collaboration among the Indiana 
University School of Nursing, the IUPUI School 
of Physical Education and Tourism, the IUPUI 
Offi ce of Neighborhood Partnerships, George 
Washington Community School (GWCS), the 
Westside Community Organization (WESCO) 
and the Westside Indianapolis Neighborhood 
Communities (WINC). Participating IU School 
of Nursing faculty include Anne Belcher, 
Cynthia Stone and Rose Mays and from Physical 
Education and Restaurant Tourism, Nicole Keith 
and Jennifer Anderson. 
 The “Fit for Life” program was implemented 
to improve the quality of life in Indianapolis’ 
Westside community through exercise, nutrition 
and health education. “Fit for Life” combines 
personal training and fi tness with nutrition and 
health education for students, school staff and 
community residents with the goal of promoting 
lifetime physical fi tness and wellness while 
reducing the incidence of diabetes, obesity and 
other coronary artery disease risk factors. By 
targeting adults and children, the program elicits 
positive health behaviors at the community level. 
Participants who gain knowledge and model the 

suggested behaviors integrate healthy behaviors 
and choices into their personal, cultural and 
social relationships, thus affecting the health of 
the entire community.
 Program staffi ng comes from graduate 
and undergraduate nursing, exercise science 
and physical education students using a service 
learning model and supported by the IUPUI 
Center for Service and Learning. “Fit for Life” 
reaches students during physical education 
classes and after school. Indiana University 
Medical Group (IUMG) Westside Health 
Center has become a referral source for the 
program. As a further benefi t to the community, 
“Fit for Life” will become an integral part of the 
Westside Wellness Center (WWC), scheduled 
to open at GWCS in spring, 2008.
 Institutional support for “Fit for Life” has 
been a key factor in sustaining the community 
collaboration. The Indianapolis Public Schools 
have donated 9,000 square feet of space for 
the establishment of the WWC at GWCS. 
Funding from the Centers for Disease Control’s 
Coordinated School Health Program provided 
$26,000 of fi tness and weight training 
equipment during the past academic year. And, 

the Central Indiana Community Foundation 
recently awarded “Fit for Life” $40,000 to 
support professional and community staffi ng.
 “Fit for Life” provides opportunities for 
excellence in teaching and learning, research, 
scholarship, creative activity and civic 
engagement. IUPUI students are able to work 
with diverse populations in adverse situations, 
serving groups that are most affected by health 
disparities. Students become sensitive to the 
needs of others and understand the impact their 
majors have on society. The program offers 
faculty a resource for teaching, research and 
service while continuing to develop relationships 
between campus schools and the community, 
enabling faculty to move out of the classroom 
and exchange ideas with one another, students 
and community members. Data collected 
enable nursing educators to have a complete 
picture of the state of health in the Westside 
community and a means to address health 
issues like the obesity epidemic largely seen in 
African American and Hispanic populations. 
Reproduction of this model is being planned in 
other Indianapolis communities.

MOM PROJECT:  A NATIONAL LEADER IN HOME VISITATION
JOANNE MARTIN, DRPH, RN, FAAN

FIT FOR LIFE: PROMOTING LIFETIME WELLNESS AND PHYSICAL FITNESS
ANNE BELCHER, DNS, RN, PNP
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IU NURSING Around the State

IU SOUTHEAST
IU Southeast nursing students work with 
the Girl Scouts of America program, Scouts 
Beyond Bars, at the Kentucky Correctional 
Institution for Women in Louisville, KY, 

to address the psychosocial risks incurred by incarcerated mothers and 
their daughters. Program evaluation is being developed from the project to 
incorporate into forensic nursing courses.

The Center for Women and Families in 
Louisville, Kentucky and Southern Indiana 
affords nursing students an opportunity 
to extend learning beyond the classroom. 
Nursing students are trained in domestic 
violence interventions and then work with 
women who have experienced domestic 
violence. The program helps students 

understand the social context of domestic violence and gain valuable 
knowledge to help patients and their families.

IU NORTHWEST
High school student Kara Susnak, a 
participant in Nursing Summer Camp, 
assesses the blood pressure of a walker 
at South Gleason Golf Course. The camp 
enables students to spend two days at IU 
Northwest and two days at South Lake 
Methodist Hospital in order to observe 

the numerous roles that professional nurses take in improving the health status 
of their patients.

Professor Kieran Penning (center), ASN 
nursing student Cathy Makara-Vukin (right), 
and Penning’s daughter relax after the March 
of Dimes Walkathon. Each year Professor 
Penning’s class participates in the local 
Walkathon with teams sponsored by family, 
friends, faculty and other students.

IU SOUTH BEND
IU South Bend nursing students 
support the Hurricane Katrina relief 
efforts in Louisiana. Thirteen students 
accompanied faculty and traveled more 
than 800 miles to help establish a fi eld 
hospital at Louisiana State University 
in Alexandria, Louisiana. After setting 

up that fi eld hospital, the group assisted in constructing a second shelter 
at England Air Force Base. The students worked with evacuees, caregivers, 
social organizations and government agencies to care for chronically 
ill patients who needed special attention and appropriate placement. 
Their assignments were made by the Louisiana Board of Health in close 
cooperation with the American Red Cross.

IUPUI
The Maternity Outreach and Mobilization 
(MOM) Project has two components: the 
MOM Project and the MOM Mobile. Both 
components were initiated as part of the 

Campaign for Healthy Babies, a comprehensive community-based initiative 
to reduce black infant mortality in Indianapolis. Since 1990, the MOM 
Mobile, an RV, has provided ultrasound services to high-risk pregnant 
women receiving prenatal care at Marion County Health and Hospital 
neighborhood clinics. More than 15,000 exams have been done on the 
Mom Mobile.

MOM Project families enjoy themselves 
at a recent Support Group meeting. The 
MOM Project offers services and home 
visits to families during the perinatal 
period until three months after birth, or 
until the baby is fi ve years old. The goals 

of the project are to enhance parent-child relationships, promote healthy 
child growth and develop and encourage self-suffi ciency and problem 
solving. Services are tailored to each family.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
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IU KOKOMO
Camp Eeze-the-Wheeze participants talk with 
local emergency personnel and learn about 
Lifeline and other emergency equipment. This 
past summer was the 10th year for the camp, 
which provides learning and fun experiences 
for children ages 6 – 13 who have asthma.

IU Kokomo student nurses provide 
educational information regarding health 
issues to area high school students at an 
annual health fair. IU Kokomo has provided 
health fairs for local high schools for the past 
three years. Participants are screened for 

vision and scoliosis and have the opportunity to view educational presentations 
on health issues that affect adolescents.

IU EAST
IU East nursing faculty, staff and students 
participate in multiple community service 
projects: health fairs, “Lunch and Learns”, 
youth leadership development, health 
screenings and a Christmas party for residents 
of the Darke County home. In addition, 

individuals from the School of Nursing are regular participants in Habitat for 
Humanity initiatives, lending their muscles to move cement block, put up siding 
and nail shingles, among other things.  

Health Careers Camp 2006, sponsored 
by Indiana University East, Reid Hospital 
& Health Care Services, and Ivy Tech 
Community College gave students fi rst-hand 
experiences in the various health care 
fi elds including medical laboratory, rehab 
services, radiology, respiratory, pharmacy 

and nursing. The camp, held this past summer at Reid Hospital, was open to 
students who had completed their freshman year of high school.  They learned 
physical assessment and fi rst aid skills, used patient simulators for instruction 
in choking and CPR, participated in a “Yuck Lab” and shadowed nurses in a 
variety of patient care areas.
 

IU COLUMBUS
IU School of Nursing Columbus campus 
students, along with nursing students from 
the adjacent Ivy Tech campus in Columbus, 
work together to provide smoking cessation 
information to faculty, students and staff for a 
healthy, smoke-free learning environment.

The IU Columbus campus 
provides an annual autumn health 
information and screening fair for 
campus faculty, students and staff.

IU BLOOMINGTON
A nursing student participates in a study measuring student and community 
outcomes in a service-learning project focused on hypertension screening and 
education.

The Brown County Health Support Clinic 
serves Brown County residents who lack 
access to health care because of fi nancial 
barriers. Nursing students gain clinical 
experience and nurse practitioners provide 
basic health services, including managing 
acute and chronic illnesses.

IU NURSING Around the State

STATEWIDE COMMUNITY OUTREACH
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IU NURSING Around the State

 I had spent six years in Africa doing missionary work 
at a time when HIV/AIDS was just taking a strong hold. I 
had no formal medical training but wanted to do something 
about the epidemic, so I decided to come home and enroll 
in the LPN program. Upon graduation, I returned to Ivory 
Coast, Africa, to work in a clinic in a remote village. 
 The clinic was an emergency walk-in center for 
approximately 100,000 people, and we handled everything 
from labor and delivery, snake bites and minor surgery to 
immunizations and the common cold. I once convinced a 
woman that she had malaria and if she would just be diligent 
in taking her medicine she should recover soon. Two weeks 
later that woman nearly died from her real illness – an 
ectopic pregnancy! My successes and challenges at the clinic 
convinced me that I needed to further my education.
 I attended the ASN program at IU Columbus and after 
graduating and passing the RN state boards, I’ve worked 
at an adult substance abuse treatment center as a nurse 
and counselor and then as a charge nurse at an adolescent 
psychiatric hospital. Before the ASN program I saw the 
patient as having isolated body systems (integumentary, 
cardiac, respiratory...) and their individual functions, now I 
see that same patient in a global, holistic view where one 
system is interdependent on another.
 What does nursing mean to me? The profession believes 
in human dignity and in alleviating human suffering 
wherever possible. We are educators, emergency responders, 
hand-holders and researchers; on the battlefi eld and in our 
community. We make a difference every day. Nursing has 
given me a deeper understanding of who my neighbor is and 
provided the skills to meet their needs. In the long term, I’m 
planning to graduate with a BSN in May 2007 and then move 
into the MSN curriculum at IUPUI in the adolescent mental 
health program. 

Rhonda and Kpazai Nehemin Monique, a “sage-femme” 
or wise woman in Ivory Coast, Africa. Kpazai is a certifi ed 
nurse midwife and emergency care nurse with non-acute 
surgical ability. The two worked in the clinic delivering 
babies and doing well-baby visits.

MEET IU COLUMBUS ASN 
GRADUATE RHONDA PALMER 

Rhonda Palmer and her husband, Steve.
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Building Bridges

SALLY A. KRAUSE
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for staff physicians and residents. A 
skills learning area and simulation 
areas including an operating room, 
emergency room, patient care room, 
obstetrical rooms, intensive care unit 
rooms and debriefi ng rooms as well as 
other classrooms will be included in 
the center to provide real-time virtual 
training for clinicians.
 “This is a wonderful, collaborative 
enterprise that will provide a wealth 
of experience for nursing students 
with direct benefi t to patients,” said 
Marion Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN, 
distinguished professor and university 
dean of the IU School of Nursing. “The 
experience of working together with 
students from other health disciplines 
to solve patient problems will infl uence 
the attitudes and behaviors of both 
nurses and physicians for years to 
come. Each discipline brings its own 
perspective and sees the patient through 
a different lens. It is through learning 
how to communicate clearly and work 
together utilizing advanced simulated 
education practices that all health-care 
providers will be best prepared to meet 

the complex challenges patients and 
families present in today’s health-care 
system.”
 The Institute of Medicine has 
identifi ed interdisciplinary education 
as a critical element in patient safety 
improvement. “Currently, there are 
gaps in relation to medical and nursing 
education, skills and competencies 
required to practice and manage care 
in today’s fast-paced, technologically 
advanced environments. Simulation 
experiences where students can work 
through a prepared scenario on a 
computerized patient enable them 
to perform clinical assessments and 
make quick decisions in a safe, non-
threatening environment,” says Dr. 
Jeffries, a leading national expert in 
simulation in nursing education. These 
simulation experiences are immediately 
followed by a debriefi ng where faculty 
and students discuss the encounter, 
what worked and what didn’t. 
 Jennifer Dwyer, education 
specialist for Clarian, said “Simulation 
technology can allow the student and the 
employee coming on board to practice a 

simulation in a safe environment. They 
can make mistakes, not at the risk of 
the patient, and be able to learn from 
the mistakes.”
 “The bottom line,” says Jeffries, 
“is that these simulations greatly 
improve patient safety in the long run 
and enable students to provide better 
patient care.”

HEADING FOR THE FUTURE
 With the aging of the baby boomer 
population and the advancement of 
technology, the healthcare environment 
is going to continue to be more and more 
sophisticated. Collaboration across 
disciplines and areas of expertise allows 
for greater accomplishments because 
of the pooling of resources and talent. 
We’re moving from a competitive, 
narrow view of education to one based 
upon partnerships and expanding 
boundaries. And as one of the largest 
nursing schools in the nation, the 
Indiana University School of Nursing is 
proud to be leading the way.

Artist’s rendering of Fairbanks Hall — Clarian Education & Resource Center. IU nursing and medical students work together in simulated patient scenarios.
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 Nurses of the 21st century must be equipped to 
manage myriad disease entities and social issues 
elicited by the rapid technological pace of our Internet 
era. The electronic super highway has diminished the 
distance between people and places, learners and 
achievement--making the world seem smaller. As our 
world continues to shrink, our response to it must 
increase. 
 IUSON responds to the call for global caring 
by creating a welcoming atmosphere on our home 
campuses and by sending forth well-equipped nurse-
scholars to diverse home destinations all over the 
world. International students at IUSON originate 
from many nations including Ethiopia, Indonesia, 
South Korea and Taiwan. Indiana University’s 
presence on the World Wide Web makes it possible 
for prospective students to become engaged in our 
school’s milieu of service and academic excellence. 
IUSON receives two or three international queries 
every week. 
 Chen Chin-Mi, a career Army nurse from Taiwan, 
learned about our international exchange program by 
visiting our Web site. Major Chen, a doctoral student 
at the National Taiwan University with professional 

interest in adolescent resilience in cancer survivorship, 
had developed a deep interest in Dr. Joan Haase’s 
studies and theoretical model and so decided to come 
here to learn from her. In an e-message, Chen shared 
her own “study plans and research interest” with Dr. 
Haase. Chen says, “Dr. Haase was a great mentor and 
instrumental in arranging my student experience.”  
 In July, Chen returned to her family in Taipei and 
her work at the National Defense Medical Center, 
where she practices as a clinical nurse specialist and 
teaches undergraduate nursing. She is excited about 
the many opportunities to implement nursing practices 
she learned while working with Dr. Haase, especially 
interdisciplinary communication skills. Chen says, 
“I’m very impressed with the relationship Dr. Haase 
has [with her staff] because… a good relationship--a 
good level of interdisciplinary cooperation” is essential 
when working with families.  “In Taiwan, we include 
families in Grand Rounds at our out-patient center.”  
Families from around the globe support a vision of 
providing an ongoing and culturally diverse supply of 
clinically competent caregivers to our nation and the 
world by their personal sacrifi ces and encouragement 
of our students.  

LEADING AND LEARNING IN GLOBAL HEALTH CARE 
TERRILYNN FOX QUILLEN, RN, MSN

IUSON FULFILLS ITS MISSION TO ADVANCE THE SCIENCE, PRACTICE AND PROFESSION OF NURSING BY 
MAINTAINING A CULTURE OF GLOBAL LEADERSHIP, SCHOLARSHIP AND CARING. 

EunJin Choi (L) and Ying-Chen Lee Mark (R)
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 Genet Gebremedhin came to 
America from Ethiopia in 1995 on 
a “DV-1” diversity visa. She says, 
“I knew I wanted to do something 
nurturing,” but economic conditions in 
Ethiopia limited her choices. Despite 
hardship, Gebremedhin’s  family bore 
the costs of this travel. She was strongly 
encouraged by her mother to seek the 
fi nest education possible in America. 
 Likewise, EunJin Choi, a native 
of Seoul, Korea, always knew that she 
“wanted to help people.” Following 
her graduation from Chung-Ang 
University, with a degree in Chemical 
Engineering, Choi realized she wanted 
greater opportunities to make a lasting 
impact on others’ lives. Her mother, a 
pharmacist, suggested that she consider 
a career in nursing. Choi responded to 
her mother’s wise counsel by applying 
to several “top-ranked” (according to 

U.S. News and World Report) schools 
of nursing in the United States, 
including IUSON, and was accepted 
by all of them! The decision to enroll 
here at IUSON was also dependent 
on motherly advice. Choi says, “I was 
really thinking of Loyola and Johns 
Hopkins, because they have shorter 
programs, but my mother said, that 
[these other programs] would be ‘too 
fast,’ … IU has lots of hospitals and a 
strong clinical foundation … getting a 
small scholarship helped, too.” 
 Ying-Chen Lee Mark is also 
working on her second degree here at 
IUSON. She received the equivalent 
of an associate’s degree in nursing in 
Taiwan and has been working toward 
her baccalaureate since 2004. Her 
husband, Mark, and three children 
split their time between Indianapolis 
and Taiwan so she can continue to care 

for her parents. She too was attracted 
to IUSON because she had “heard 
Indiana’s program was highly ranked,” 
and “feels honored” to be a student 
here. 
 Choi and Gebremedhin echo the 
same sentiment-- with gratitude for 
the nurturing environment here at 
IUSON.  Choi says she “didn’t expect 
that kind of atmosphere,” and feared 
how she would cope with the “language 
barrier.” Gebremedhin adds, “When 
I came here I was scared … [Even 
though] English is taught in Ethiopia, 
[we] don’t use it all the time.” Our 
international students have experienced 
an outpouring of interest, concern and 
practical assistance from faculty, staff 
and fellow students. Gebremedhin sums 
up this experience: “They facilitate 
everything! I am so blessed that I’m at 
IUSON. I mean it!”

The National League for Nursing (NLN) has designated the 
Indiana University School of Nursing as a National Center 
of Excellence in Education (2006-2009). The distinction 
recognizes schools of nursing that have achieved a level of 
excellence in a designated area; demonstrated sustained, 
evidence-based and substantive innovation in that area; 
and have a proven commitment to continuous quality 
improvement. 
 According to Judith A. Halstead, DNS, RN, executive 
associate dean for academic affairs, who took the lead on the 
application process, “the standard of excellence in nursing 
education that IUSON is known for has been carefully 

nurtured and supported over the course of many years by 
faculty, staff and administrators who have been committed to 
creating an environment that is learner-centered.” There are 
only a handful of other schools in the nation who currently 
hold the designation. 
 The application, put together by the Center of Excellence 
Steering Committee, refl ected many examples of excellence 
and pedagogical expertise. Members of the steering committee 
were Drs. Anne Belcher, Donna Boland, Jan Fulton, Joyce 
Krothe, Su Moore, Deanna Reising, Connie Rowles and 
Debbie Harmon, director of the Columbus nursing program 
and Cindy Hollingsworth, coordinator of instructional design, 
as well as many students. 
 “This designation is a tremendous and signifi cant 
honor for our school, campus and the university as a whole. 
Dr. Halstead and her colleagues are to be commended for 
putting together an outstanding application that refl ects the 
extraordinary commitment of our faculty and excellence of 
our students,” said University Dean Marion E. Broome, PhD, 
RN, FAAN.

IU School of Nursing Recognized 
by National League for Nursing for 
Educational Excellence 

IU School of Nursing 
faculty receive the 
designation at the 
New York NLN 
Education Summit, 
September, 2006.

Pedagogical Expertise of Faculty 
2006 - 2009
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 Dr. Victoria L. Champion is a recent recipient of 
an NIH R-25 Training Support Award as principal 
investigator for “Training in Research for Behavioral 
Oncology and Control Program.” Dr. Kurt Kroenke and 
Dr. Anna Mc Daniel are co-directors.  The purpose of 
this program is to provide research experiences necessary 
to enable PhD candidate  trainees to establish successful 
post-graduate careers in behavioral oncology/cancer 
control research and builds on the unique strengths 
of a small existing training program housed within the 
School of Nursing. This program is tailored to meet the 
specifi c educational needs of students from differing 
backgrounds and academic disciplines while it maintains 
formal structure to ensure that participants achieve high 
levels of research competency by graduation. During 
this fi rst year of funding, curriculum development will be 
fi nalized and three students (two pre-doctoral and one 
post-doctoral fellow) will be recruited.

 Dr. Joan K. Austin, principal investigator for the 
study “Training in Behavioral Nursing” has received a 
fourth 5-year cycle of funding to provide training through 
a National Institutes of Health Service Award (T-32). 
Drs. Pressler and Haase are co-directors.  The program 
will provide stipend and research support for three pre-
doctoral and three post-doctoral fellows to pursue research 
careers focused on the health behavior of persons with 
chronic illness across the lifespan.  Fellows will learn to 
conduct research focused on patient and caregiver health 
behavior that facilitates early detection of disorders and 
enhances the quality of life of persons who are chronically 
ill. Co-director Dr. Susan Pressler shares that “One of 
the best things about the T-32 training program is that it 
gives the pre-and post-doctoral trainees an opportunity 
to work closely with researchers on important health care 
issues and to participate as members of active  research 
teams. They are able to have a ‘hands on’ experience of 
what it is like to do nursing research and to develop new 
knowledge and skills.” 
 Providing the opportunity for graduate students 
to develop new knowledge and skill in advanced 
nursing practice-- without forsaking family and career 
commitments-- is the focus of Dr. Janet S. Fulton’s 
award, “Learn Where You Live: Distance Accessible CNS 
Program.” This project is supported for three years by 
Public Health Service Title VIII funding.  The purpose of 
the project is to expand the capacity of IUSON’s highly 
regarded adult health clinical nurse specialist (CNS) major 
of the Masters of Science in Nursing (MSN) program by 
capitalizing on existing strengths within the Indiana 

Graduate Initiatives at IUSON – Leadership Through Innovation 
At the Indiana University School of Nursing, innovation sets the pace for professional growth and is key 

to the successful funding of many academic, research and community service initiatives. For the fourth 

consecutive year, IUSON has been counted among the top twenty recipients of National Institutes 

for Health funding. The School is currently ranked eighth of 102 schools of nursing for fi scal year 

2006, and has received approximately $3.9 million in NIH grant funding.  Awards for health behavior 

research include funds received from agencies such as the Department of Defense and the American 

Cancer Society totaling $4.7 million. 

Health Behavior Research Seminar
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Innovation sets the tone for 
learning in adult health CNS 
distance-accessible clinical 
education seminars. 

University system of eight regional 
campuses. Technological linkage 
between campuses enables students 
from all over the state to join together 
in classes held in and broadcast live–
in “real time”– from Indianapolis. Dr. 
Fulton states, “It doesn’t matter if they 
don’t have technology in the home.
Students can obtain the education of 
a ‘Big 10’ University and still live in a 
small town. They need to go no farther 
than their own regional campus for 
support.”  Northwest campus student 
Kellee Stabler states, “It’s great! I 
have a family, but I can still work and 
go to school, too.”
 Dr. Fulton’s program is a novel 
method of increasing the labor force 
in rural areas and among other 
underserved populations in Indiana. 
She explains that here in the Midwest, 
students are “less transient. People 
tend to stay in the areas where they 
live. This helps to keep the CNS in the 
area where they have been educated 
and to meet the needs of rural health 
care, so it’s anticipated that students 
from underserved areas will remain in 
the same area.”  Prospective students 
are actively recruited from culturally 

diverse communities throughout 
Indiana, so graduates will mirror the 
demographics of the state. There are 
14 students presently enrolled in the 
program. The innovative nature of the 
program may also be making an impact 
on how students perceive advanced 
practice nursing. South Bend campus 
student Juliana Mwose describes the 
clinical seminar for the class, “The 
Science of Nursing Diagnosis and 
Treatment”, as an eye-opener — one 
that causes us to shift our focus to see 
what nursing is really all about, to look 
at nursing in an entirely new way.” 
 The sphere of innovation at IUSON 
encompasses other timely initiatives 
to address the critical shortage of 
nursing labor.  Associate dean for 
graduate programs, Dr. Daniel J. 
Pesut, reports: “We have responded 
to a request from the Indianapolis 
Private Industry Council (IPIC) to plan 
an accelerated Master’s program that 
focuses on the preparation of nurse 
educators. The planning is complete 
and we are currently working towards 
implementation and formal approval 
for such a program.”

Dr. Victoria L. Champion
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STUDENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY
The Indiana University School of Nursing held the first annual Student Professional 
Development Day at the University Place Conference Center on October 30, 
2006. The event was co-sponsored by St. Francis Hospital & Health Centers and 
Alpha Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing. All 
sophomore through senior nursing students from the Indianapolis, Columbus and 
Bloomington campuses were invited to the half-day session which consisted of two 
speakers. Karren Kowalski, a 1965 alumnus of the BSN program, spoke about 
the value of relationship building in healthcare environments and Faith B. Roberts 
shared her insights on coping with change. In addition, students had the oppor-
tunity to network with exhibitors, learning more about professional opportunities 
and graduate studies at the School. Over 800 students attended.
 

The PhD in Nursing Science has organized and rededicated its 

outreach to both students and faculty, and is on the move! Marla 

Zimmerman, MA, LCSW, LMFT, who has been with IUSON 

since 1999, has taken on the reins of coordinator of PhD student 

services. Working together as a team with Dan Pesut, associate 

dean of graduate education, and Linda Viegas has allowed for many 

positive changes: closer contact with students; training of faculty 

advisors to use the new Web-based Advisor Toolkit, a color-coded 

system easing oversight and audit of student files for the document 

trail required for graduation; and positive changes that will enhance 

the summer intensives.

NEW COORDINATOR FOR PHD PROGRAM
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM UPDATES

New Admission Criteria: Fall, 2007 BSN Admission

 Students applying to the IU School of Nursing for the fall, 
2007 semester were evaluated using new admission criteria 
that now includes the students’ cumulative grade point average as 
well as the admission grade point average that has been used in all 
past admissions. In addition, an interview, personal statement and 
service or work experience were also part of the new criteria. The 
interview was conducted by faculty, alumni and community health 
partners, and the personal statement was designed to dove-tail with 
the interview. 
 A task force of faculty and staff from the IUPUI and IU-
Bloomington campuses has been working on the new criteria since 
early in 2006. 
 For more information about the traditional BSN program, 
please contact Greg Wible, gwible@iupui.edu or Debbie Grew 
dgrew@iupui.edu or by calling the Center for Academic Affairs at 
317-274-2806.

Nursing Honors Option Welcomes New Students

 This fall the Nursing Honors Option Program welcomed 20 
third semester BSN students. Growing in interest among students, 
the program strives to help them remain committed to their studies, 
to maintain high-quality work and to be prepared for their senior 
year research project. Some students may also have the opportunity 
to participate in local, regional or national research conferences. 
 Students begin to focus on an area of research interest in the 
fourth semester and are then paired with a faculty mentor or with 
PhD students under the guidance of a faculty mentor. Participants in 
the Honors Option gain invaluable experience, whether they remain 
with their initial research interest or discover another area of focus. 
 All honors students who complete the program earn 18 credits 
of honors work comprised of an honors colloquium or seminar 
course each semester and research-related coursework during 
their fi fth through eighth semesters. The culmination of the program 
is their senior research project completed during the eighth 
semester.

New Format for RN-BSN Curriculum

 Beginning in Fall 2007 the curriculum for the RN-BSN Mobility 
Option will be offered in a new format.  Based on a cohort system, 
the new format is designed to offer courses more consistently, afford 
RNs easier entry to and completion of the program and better utilize 
teaching resources.  Students will have the opportunity to enter a 
cohort in either fall, spring or summer after completion of general 
education requirements.
 For more information about the new cohort format  please 
contact Helen McKuras,  hmckuras@iupui.edu or (317) 274-2806.

Second Degree BSN Track Moves to Admitting Students 
Three Times per Year

 The Indiana State Board of Nursing gave the Indiana 
University School of Nursing approval to admit students into the 
Second Degree BSN program three times per year. Beginning in 
January, 2007, the fi rst of three cohorts of 30 students began their 
coursework. The other cohorts will begin in May, coinciding with the 
fi rst summer session and in August, coinciding with the fall semester. 
The program will continue to be 18 months long, including summer 
terms and fall/spring semesters.
 The Second Degree BSN program has historically been very 
competitive and rigorous. It is designed specifi cally for students who 
have earned a bachelor’s degree in a non-nursing major. Students 
must have a minimum 2.5 cumulative grade point average from 
their fi rst undergraduate degree and a minimum of a 3.0 admission 
grade point average. There are 59-61 credits of pre-requisite 
work that must be completed before the program begins. Students 
completing their fi rst undergraduate degree must have a degree in-
hand one semester prior to making application to the program. For 
example, a student must be a December graduate in order to apply 
for the following May cohort.
 For more information regarding the Second Degree BSN 
program, please contact Debbie Grew, dgrew@iupui.edu or 
317-274-2806.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Masters Program Continues to 
Expand and Develop

The Graduate Degree programs 
continue to be popular and enjoy an 
excellent reputation. Recent developments 
include creation and approval of a 
Teaching in Nursing Graduate Certifi cate 
Program for those interested in developing 
and expanding their skills to develop nurse 
educator competencies. The Nursing 
Informatics Certifi cate is available for 
those nurses interested in acquiring 
knowledge, skills and abilities related to 
nursing informatics.  On November 26, 
2007, Graduate Faculty approved a new 
major in the master’s degree program 
that focuses on nursing education. This 
42 credit hour master’s degree in nursing 
education is working its way through the 
University approval processes and is 
expected to attract and enroll students by 
the summer or fall of 07.  

IU SCHOOL OF NURSING ESTABLISHES THE

MARY ELLEN OBERLANDER 
SPIRIT AWARD
Faculty, staff, friends and family 
came together to create the Mary 
Ellen Oberlander Spirit Award in 
honor of one of the School’s most 
beloved individuals. The award 
marks the occasion of Mary Ellen’s 
retirement after 15 years with 
Indiana University, ten of those 
spent at the School of Nursing, 
and recognizes her unparalleled 
professionalism, unique vision, 
commitment to excellence, 
extraordinary contributions to the 
IU School of Nursing and service 
as an inspiration to all. Co-workers 
saw her as the go-to person, the 
one with whom you wanted to 
share good and bad news and 

the one who could always help. 
In 2005 when Mary Ellen was 
diagnosed with amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis, also known as 
Lou Gehrig’s disease, that respect 
and admiration grew as she faced 
her illness with humor, courage 
and honor. Dean Marion Broome 
presented a plaque to Mary Ellen 
and her friends and family on 
January 8th honoring her as the 
fi rst recipient of the Mary Ellen 
Oberlander Spirit Award. She 
passed away on January 11, 2007 
but lives on in the hearts of those 
who knew and loved her. The 
award will be given annually in her 
memory. 

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Leona Adam/Frances Orgain Scholarship:  Brenda 
Johnson, Jennifer Brane, Amanda Cecil, Nicole A. Cox, 
Michelle Mabis, Elizabeth Pendl, Johannah Wilbert
Martha Akers Scholarship:  Kate Z. Augenbergs, Susan 
Barney, Ashlyn Blue, Melissa Evans, Erica Mason, Angela 
Finney, Anne Fuquay, Donghee Lee
Dotaline Allen Scholarship:  Linda L. Boone, Julie Moser, 
Caroline Toke
Grace Anderson Scholarship:  Anthony Grabner, 
Rebecca L. Maggart, Abbie E. Manternach
Irene R. and Nathaniel M. Aycock Scholarship:  Sarah 
E. Bardy, Stacie D. Wright
Harriett Becker Scholarship:  Jody Buck, Alejandra 
Burge, Mai Sung Chin, Michelle A. Figley, Karen L. King, 
Ashley Mortimore, LaDonna Peck
Georgia Belle Nyland Scholarship:  Analei Borg, Sara 
Boyer, Amy Cook, Lisa Horlander, Elvia Jimenez, Julie Kaylor, 
Eric E. Lowe, Michelle Nearon, Tamara C. Olson, Elizabeth 
Pendl, Angela H. Selleck, Stacie D. Wright
Monserrat Callangan-Mingus Scholarship:  Qiying 
She
Joseph M. Cantin & Goosman Scholarship:  Jennifer 
Sherer, Erin Ellen Thomas
Barbara Chalko Scholarship:  Allison Bloom
Class of 1955 Scholarship:  Isabelle Odhiambo
Jean L. Coffey Webster Scholarship:  Natalie LaGrange, 
Jenny Erkfi tz, Leah M. Grubb, Amy Jackson, Eric E. Lowe, 
Sarah Tolle
Jessie Cross Scholarship:  Audra Armstrong, Susan 
Barney, Natalie Christy, Kelly Clark-Mattox, Gwendolyn 
Craven, Melissa Evans, Jennifer Faris, Angela Finney, William 
L. Fischer, Amanda Flynn, Katherine Fouts, Nicole Graves, 
Windy Johnson, Jessica Landreth, Annelise Manifold, 
Jennifer Myers, Nyla Fleming, Margaret Parker, Heather 
Ratcliffe, Emily Ratkiewicz, Heather Rich, Angela H. Selleck, 
Dominique Sigsbee, Amanda Snyder, Sirate Tensae
S. Crutchfi eld Mehleck Scholarship:  Adrienne M. 
Evans, Imelda Odemba, Isabelle Odhiambo, Sarah Tolle
Barbara Dailey Scholarship:  Randy Tyran
Harman & Frances Deen Pugsley Scholarship:  Sherri 
Fugit

Roy & Peggy Echols Scholarship:  Jena N. Schrader, 
Allison Amber Wernke
Mary J. Fulk-Kopsch Scholarship:  Marthe Karasira, 
Sirate Tensae
Esther Fulk-Ross Scholarship:  Chanel Aspuru
Diane Groff Scholarship:  Johannah Wilbert
Ruth Hamilton Scholarship:  Audra Armstrong, Rachel 
Brock, Nyla Fleming, Katherine Fouts, Jennifer Myers, 
Heather Rich, Amanda K. Snyder
Clara Harman Pugsley/Florence Nightingale 
Scholarship:  Lindsey Evans, Omar C. Haddad, Krista 
Nicole Jodry, Emily Rowzer, Bethany G. Schunk
Emily Holmquist/Dorcas Rock Brewer Scholarship:  
Katherine Reid
Grace A. Jackson Scholarship:  Kimberly Rogers
Howard L. Keach Scholarship:  Amanda Flynn, Tressa 
Hentrup, Lisa Ann Huber, Janelle Smith, Mark A. Wiseman
Garnet Keck Benzel Scholarship:  Danielle Baggett
Kennedy-Huffman Scholarship:  Andrea Gehlhausen, 
Portia A. Steele
Judith Kernohan-Burgner Scholarship:  Rachel 
Benham, Melissa Sobraski
Alida E. Kneisel Scholarship:  Qiying She
Archie & Eleanor Koon Scholarship:  Michelle A. Figley
Bettie Kramer Scholarship:  Emilee Stone, Shannon M. 
VanVleet
Lambert Family Scholarship:  Jennifer Porter
Lois Latshaw Scholarship:  Donghee Lee
Frances G. Lehmann Scholarship:  Colleen Whelihan, 
Cynthia D. Wilson
Leona Meyer-Shedd Scholarship:  Susan Barney, Brenda 
Johnson, Donghee Lee, Elizabeth Pendl
Susan Kay Nevins Scholarship:  Omar C. Haddad
Florence Nightingale Scholarship:  Chanel Aspuru, 
Amanda Bishel, Amanda Cecil, Lindsey Evans, Lisa K. 
Tuggle, Katie Freeman, Heather Rich, Jennifer Myers, Brandy 
Morgan, Amy Jackson, Kari A. Jones, Heather R. McCormick, 
Margaret Parker, Trisha N. Pooler, Stephanie Pratt, Rachel 
Schrank, Anita M. Wright

Nursing 2000 Scholarship:  Liz Bailey, Chelsey M. 
O’Keefe, Caroline Toke, Shannon Lee Cochran, Kristin 
Eddleman, Junghee Park
Nursing 2000 Graduate Scholarship:  Erin Diebold
Ruth Orum-Orgain Scholarship:  Audra Armstrong, 
Nyla Fleming, John Muiru, Margaret Parker
Kristen Pettijohn Scholarship:  Kimberly Rogers
Betty Porter Anderson Scholarship:  Amanda Bishel
Sally Reahard Endowed Scholarship:  Kate Z. 
Augenbergs, Ashlyn Blue, Nunmawi Bualteng, Nicole A. Cox, 
Angela Finney, Anne Fuquay, Lisa K. Grinstead, Sally Harter, 
Tracy R. Long, Jenna Neuhoff, Jessica Printy, Jessica Proxmire, 
Amanda Purvis, Melinda Raasch, Jodi Ralston, Jennifer 
Sherer, Janelle Smith, Tiffany E. Smith, Hayyat Wazeer, 
Nicole Werling
Lillian Resnick Scholarship:  Elizabeth Antelept, Haley 
Thompson, Sirate Tensae
Priscilla Roessler Scholarship:  Donghee Lee
Howard & Lucille Scammahorn Scholarship:  Susan 
Barney, Anne Fuquay, Cassandra Maish
Harry & Stella Schumacher Scholarship:  Megan 
Amore, Julie L. Ashmore, Julie Barton, Cory Ellen Brenner, 
Cassie Carter, Kelly Clark-Mattox, Victoria M. Crawford, 
Sarah Bardy, Megan L. Justus, Tiffany Olmstead, Tempia 
Shepard, Colleen Whelihan
September 11 Scholarship:  Meredith Greenawald
Vernon & Mary Jane Sheperd Scholarship:  William 
Fischer, Shandra Veazey
Dagna Simpson Scholarship:  Sarah K. Abrams, Alisa 
Gumm, William Hyman, Jessica Printy, Jaime A. Scollon-
Cranage, Tiffany E. Smith, Erin Ellen Thomas, Amy Wellman, 
Colleen Whelihan
Marcy Smith For Critical Care Nursing Scholarship:  
Michelle Nearon, Heather Richards
Mary E. & Patrick Soja Scholarship:  Sirate Tensae
Tri Chi Scholarship:  Denise Brock
Molly Ward Greist Scholarship:  Ashlyn Blue, Nicole A. 
Cox, Melissa Evans, Donghee Lee
Michelle A. White Scholarship:  Eric E. Lowe, Katherine 
Reid, Erin Ellen Thomas

Nursing Students Receive Over $430,000 in Scholarship Support
JULIE KREFFEL

2006-07 IU SCHOOL OF NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS AND RECIPIENTS

The 2006 Indiana University School of Nursing Scholarship Luncheon was 
held on October 27, 2006 at the newly-renovated University Place Conference 
Center on the IUPUI campus.  The luncheon honored the 2006-2007 IU nursing 
students who received undergraduate and graduate scholarship awards and 
provided an opportunity for the recipients to personally thank their scholarship 
sponsors as many of the individual donors were in attendance.
 The IUSON Scholarship program helps nursing students reach their 
personal goals of earning an outstanding education and nursing degree from IU 
on the path to a fulfi lling career in nursing.  This year, students were awarded 
just over $430,000. For information on scholarship support, please contact 
Janet McCully at (317) 274-4293 or jmccully@iupui.edu.
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When I agreed to the opportunity to develop 
and teach a Web-based continuing education 
course, I had no idea what adventures lay ahead.  
Previously I had revised a monograph version of 
the course material, and I had also developed and 
presented a live seminar version.  How hard could 
it be to take Getting Started as a Staff Educator to 
the Web?

With the expertise and enthusiastic collaboration 
of the Lifelong Learning team, I met the goal and 
learned many unexpected lessons.  For example, 
Cindy Hollingsworth, instructional designer 
extraordinaire, did the technical work and 
counseled me about Web-based learning so that I 
didn’t need to master the technical aspects.  And, 
I took advantage of the Lifelong Learning course, 
Moving to Web-based Learning: A Conference for 
Educators, and received access to a Web-based 
course.

WEB-BASED CONTINUING 
EDUCATION: CHALLENGES 
AND REWARDS FOR 
TEACHER AND LEARNERS
BETTE CASE DI LEONARDI, PHD, RN, BC

Even with help and support and my familiarity with the 
content, I still found challenges, such as:

•  Creating concise, user-friendly chunks of content, 
complemented by links to details and further resources.

•  Designing learning activities that call upon learners 
to answer the ultimate competency-based question, 
“What does a staff  educator DO with this information?” 

•  Letting go of the “fount-of-knowledge” teaching style, 
giving way to interacting with learners about course 
concepts and additional resources.  I have practiced as 
a consultant for 15 years but had never used consulting 
skills to such a great extent when teaching a course.

I also gained insight into the benefi ts that Web-based 
learning offers to continuing nursing education (CNE) par-
ticipants:

•  Few live CNE courses offer ongoing interactive sessions 
  over an extended time period, in this case six weeks. 
 It  is just too diffi cult for practicing professionals to 
  accommodate such a schedule.  The extended time 

frame that the Web offers gives participants time to 
think, process, absorb, question, comment and interact.

• Allowing learners to choose when and how often to enter  
  the course gives them unprecedented fl exibility in 

meeting course objectives AND the opportunity to 
interact with colleagues.

•  The extended time frame as well as the e-mail and 
posting features of Oncourse allow learners to interact 
with far more fellow participants on a one-to-one basis 
than live formats permit.

•  Learners can allocate their time in the course consistent 
with their own needs and interests, skimming aspects 
already familiar to them.  Instead, they can give the 
benefi t of their experiences to fellow participants in 
discussion forums.

The Lifelong Learning team taught me well and as I have 
learned and gained experience, they’ve coached me and 
encouraged me to spread my wings in the virtual learning 
environment.  I continue to experiment with various features 
of Oncourse and grow in my Web-based facilitator skills. I 
plan to continue exploring Web-based learning and I hope to 
meet many teachers and learners along the way.
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Helping Adolescents and Young Adults Cope with Chronic Illness
JOAN HAASE, PHD, RN

 Dr. Joan Haase, the Emily Holmquist Professor for 
Pediatric Oncology Nursing, believes there is something 
positive to be learned from chronic illnesses. She has 
focused her research career on understanding the ways 
individuals and families, especially adolescents and 
young adults, are resilient in the face of chronic illnesses 
like cancer, cystic fi brosis and asthma. This knowledge, 
she maintains, can empower health care providers to 
help individuals experiencing a chronic illness to focus 
on their personal strengths in order to better cope with 
illness-related distresses.  
 To gain understanding of how people are resilient, 
Dr. Haase began with the experts – patients and 
families who have been courageous and resilient in 
the face of illness. Through systematic interviews, 
she identifi ed and studied key variables that seemed 
to make a difference in how positive adjustment and 
resilience occurred.  She also studied other positive 
health concepts like courageous coping, spiritual 
perspective, self-transcendence, sense of confi dence 
and mastery, hope and quality of life, which is defi ned 
as a sense of well-being.  Because these are abstract 
concepts, Haase conducted studies to fi nd the best 
ways to accurately measure them in adolescents and 
young adults with cancer.  The result of her interview 
and measurement work is a model called the Adolescent 
Resilience Model (ARM) which now serves as a guide 
to developing interventions that enhance resilience 

and quality of life in adolescents and young adults with 
cancer.  
 Dr. Haase is currently collaborating with music 
therapists to test a music therapy intervention for 
adolescents and young adults undergoing stem cell 
transplant for cancer.  The study is a large, randomized 
clinical trial conducted across eight pediatric and 
adult hospitals in six states. Supported by grants 
from National Institutes of Health/National Institute 
of Nursing Research and the Children’s Oncology 
Group, the intervention targets the concepts in ARM: 
decreasing illness-related distress, symptom distress 
and the uncertainty of illness by helping adolescents 
learn positive coping strategies, increase connectedness 
with family, friends and health care providers, fi nd 
meaning (hope and spiritual perspective) and ultimately 
emerge from the experience with resilience and quality 
of life. To accomplish these aims, study participants 
work with a music therapist to develop their own music 
DVD, complete with pictures and a premier party, while 
they are hospitalized for the stem cell transplant.  
 Dr. Haase’s investigations have also focused on 
collaborative quality of life studies in women with 
breast cancer and their families. Her work includes 
studies to enhance parenting skills, communication 
and connectedness for mothers with breast cancer and 
their school age children; studies of experiences of 
parenting adolescent daughters in the midst of being 
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diagnosed and treated for cancer; studies of quality of 
life in African American breast cancer survivors; and 
comparison of quality of life of younger and older breast 
cancer survivors. 
 In addition to conducting her own research, Dr. 
Haase helps to develop the next generation of scientists 
with expertise in positive health research both in the 
United States and internationally.  Celeste Phillips 
studies hope and connectedness with health care 
providers in young adults who are survivors of cancer.  
Cynthia Bell is studying quality of life of adolescents 
at the end of life. Wendy Kooken is working to fi nd 
ways patients, families and health care providers can 
establish partnerships for vigilance as they experience 

cancer treatments.  Chin-Mi Chen is adapting Haase’s 
ARM to study resilience in adolescents with brain 
tumors in Taiwan. 
 Post-doctoral fellows are also working with Dr. 
Haase.  Dr. Verna Ferguson is studying ways to help 
adolescents and families gain and maintain hope in 
the face of diagnosis and treatment for cancers that 
have poor prognosis. Dr. Yvonne Lu is developing an 
intervention to help elderly patients with cognitive 
impairments that often lead to Alzheimer’s and their 
families maintain a sense of well being. And, Dr. Carol 
Decker is examining ways that adolescents with cancer 
transition to become resilient young adults.  

SUCCESS IN COMPUTER BASED 
PATIENT CARE
VICTORIA L. CHAMPION, DNS, RN, FAAN
 

 Behavioral scientists in the Indiana University School of 
Nursing have a long and successful history of developing interactive 
computer programs that are highly effective in two areas: 1) 
promoting prevention/early detection behaviors of cancer and other 
chronic conditions; and 2) providing detailed symptom assessment 
and effective symptom management during treatment of chronic 
diseases.  Research teams have used technology to develop and test 
interventions that support patients and families before, during and 
long after experiencing life threatening diseases such as cancer, 
heart failure, renal failure and epilepsy. There are several interactive 
computer based interventions that have already been tested 
for effi cacy and are ready to be translated to patient care while 
collecting data for feasibility and use.
 Technology has increased our ability to develop new 
interventions or translate existing interventions that can be 
delivered within the health care system or through the Internet into 
people’s homes. Supporting research involving technology-driven 
interventions is now not only possible, but is absolutely essential to 
deliver state-of-the-art cancer care to both individuals and health 
care systems.  A technology driven platform to support research 
development and translation will be a unique strength of the IUSON 
as researchers fi nd new and innovative ways to use technology to test 
and translate research into practice.  

STUDYING CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH 
CHRONIC NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
JOAN K. AUSTIN, DNS, RN, FAAN
 

 Investigators in the Center for Enhancing Quality of Life in 
Chronic Illness (CEQL) at IUSON are actively studying persons 
with chronic neurological conditions. Dr. Tami Bakas is focusing 
her research on improving the quality of life of caregivers of stroke 
survivors. Stroke is the leading cause of serious, long-term disability in 
the United States, and is a chronic illness that is particularly diffi cult 
for family caregivers to manage in the home setting. Dr. Bakas is 
funded by the National Institute of Nursing Research to test a new 
program for family caregivers called the “Telephone Assessment and 
Skill-Building Kit (TASK).” Caregivers receive eight weekly telephone 
calls from a nurse and a notebook with 40 different tip sheets 
developed to help caregivers with their most diffi cult caregiving issues: 
fi nding information about stroke; managing emotions and behaviors;  
providing personal and instrumental care; and taking care of their own 
needs while providing care to the stroke survivor. 
 Dr. Joan Austin’s research team is studying the quality of life 
of children with epilepsy, the most common neurological disorder 
in children. A major problem for children with epilepsy is academic 
underachievement. Dr. Austin’s research team is funded by the 
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke to study 
cognitive functioning and academic achievement in 350 children with 
a fi rst seizure over a 36-month period. This study, which will compare 
children with seizures and their healthy siblings, will provide important 
information about the natural history of the development of cognitive 
and academic achievement problems in children with epilepsy.
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Patrick Robinson, center, is honored with the distinguished alumni award presented by University 
Dean Marion Broome, left, and IUSON Alumni Association President Roselle Partridge, right.

  One day, a classifi ed ad in the Indianapolis Star 
newspaper caught Robinson’s eye. Wishard Memorial 
Hospital was establishing an HIV/AIDS treatment 
program and was seeking a coordinator. At the time, 
Robinson had been working about a year as a neonatal 
intensive care nurse at nearby Riley Hospital for Children.
  “They were looking for someone to develop the case 
management service at Wishard and I thought, ‘Wow, this 
is the kind of job I want when I grow up.’ Then I decided it 
wouldn’t hurt to hone my job interview skills. I don’t think 
I was that stellar of a candidate, but then again I didn’t 
have any idea who my competition was.”
  Robinson got the job. He bought some ties and dress 
shirts. “I had been wearing scrubs every day until then,” 
he said. “I was 23 years old and did not know what a T cell 
was. I didn’t know much about the realities of AIDS. I was 
a kid.”

  It wasn’t long before he recognized the vital role 
nurses played in directing care for people with HIV. It 
led him to start up the local chapter of the Association of 
Nurses in AIDS Care (ANAC) to support one another and 
tie together community resources that could help.
  “It was hard because people were dying every day 
and there was not much we could do clinically,” Robinson 
recalled.
  A dozen years later, after receiving an MSN from 
IUSON in 1993 and a PhD in nursing from Loyola 
University in Chicago, IL, Robinson was elected president 
of the National Association of Nurses in AIDS Care. “I 
remember going to my fi rst national meeting in 1991 and 
looking up at the board sitting there and saying to myself 
‘I could be president of that organization one day’ ...”
 During his tenure, from 2003 through 2005, Robinson 

Patrick Robinson graduated with distinction from the IU School of Nursing 
in 1990 and soon after plunged into the workforce on the cutting edge of HIV 
nursing.
  He is a caring nurse in a world where the word “AIDS” was spoken in 
hushed tones. The disease was greatly feared and misunderstood. Physicians 
and hospitals were struggling to meet the needs of people diagnosed with the 
disease.
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focused his energy on two initiatives: 
expanding support services to the 
global HIV nursing community and 
coordinating efforts that affect HIV 
public policy around the world.
  “Patrick was the driving force 
behind the evolution of ANAC 
from a grassroots organization 
committed mainly to the professional 
development of its members into a 
globally recognized force in the battle 
against HIV/AIDS,” Usha Menon, 
RN, who received her PhD from IU’s 
School of Nursing in 2000, wrote 
in nominating her colleague for the 
nursing school’s 2006 Distinguished 
Alumnus Award. “He has often said 
that it was his IU education (or his 
‘cream-and-crimson roots,’ as he 
puts it) that taught him that service 
to the profession and humanity in 
general is not an option for nurses; it 
is an obligation.”
  Robinson was proud to receive 
the award. “I was very touched. It 
was a great day, an emotional day, 
a big deal for me,” the 39-year-old 
said.
    As a child, the world of medicine 
was never far from his daily life. 
His father was a neurologist and 
his mother, a nurse. Still, he was 
not swayed early in life to enter the 
medical profession. He expressed 
interest in drama, and his father 
sought out singing and dancing and 
acting lessons for his star-struck 
son. “If anyone had asked me in 
high school, I would have said I was 
headed for the Broadway stage,” 
Robinson laughed. “But desire 

doesn’t do it. You need a bit of 
talent.”
 After graduation from Central 
Catholic High School in Lafayette, 
IN, Robinson headed to Indiana 
University in Bloomington to major 
in telecommunications and theater. 
“I thought maybe I would be a news 
anchor, or do something to entertain 
people.”
  But the major didn’t suit him. 
He thought about his father, who 
believed medicine was a calling, a 
mission. He was the kind of doctor 
who didn’t charge patients who 
could not afford to pay. His mother 
would quietly fi ll seizure medication 
prescriptions for people who could 
not afford the pharmacy.
  “It was about doing things for 
people who needed, the belief that 
to whom much is given, much is 
expected,” he said.
  Robinson abandoned his stage 
dreams and changed his major. To 
nursing.
 “I don’t think my parents 
were that happy about me being a 
Broadway star,” he said. “So when I 
came home and said I wanted to be a 
nurse, they were pleased.”
  He had always thrived in the arts 
and never applied himself much to 
subjects such as science and math. 
“I was always the artistic kid who 
thought he couldn’t do science,” he 
said. “When I got into it, it was fun, 
and I was good at it. I was so scared 
of my freshman math course at IU, 
and then 15 years later I was getting 
A’s in doctoral-level statistics. 

Sometimes, you don’t know your 
potential.”
 Robinson lives in Chicago with 
his partner, Michael Kowalsky, 
a software engineer. He lives six 
blocks from Wrigley Field and enjoys 
the diversity of a big city. He is an 
assistant professor in the department 
of medical/surgical nursing at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
College of Nursing. He teaches 
classes ranging from Issues in Health 
Policy to the Philosophy of Science. 
And, he has set his sights high, 
hoping to become a nursing school 
dean somewhere down the road.
  His strengths, he said, lie in his 
organizational and planning skills. 
“I am not a clinician. I am the 
person who puts things together, the 
one who can sit down and write an 
operating manual and have fun doing 
it. I am the person to chair your 
procedure committee. I like affecting 
things on a grander scale.”
  He thrives in the academic world 
of research and teaching. “I always 
wanted to be a scholar, teacher 
and researcher and in doing so it’s 
becoming harder and harder to keep 
my hands in the HIV world.”
  He said nurses, as they were 
when he got his degree in 1990, are 
vital components of HIV medical 
care around the world. “We have 
a unique front-row view and there 
is enormous power there because 
nurses know what is happening. So 
often, we don’t see ourselves as a 
powerful force.”
 

It wasn’t long before he recognized the vital role nurses played in directing care for people with HIV. It led him 
to start up the local chapter of the Association of Nurses in AIDS Care (ANAC) to support one another and tie 

together community resources that could help.
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Constance M. Baker, RN, EdD, MA
Dr. Constance M. Baker, professor 
of nursing and philanthropic studies, 
dean of IUSON from 1988-1991 and 
member of SON faculty for over 18 
years, retired in December 2006. Dr. 
Baker graduated with a BSN and an 
MA in sociology from Case Western 
Reserve University. She holds an 

MEd and a doctorate in academic nursing administration 
from Teachers College Columbia University. She additionally 
holds a master’s degree in Philanthropic Studies from Indiana 
University. During her tenure at Indiana University Dr. Baker 
helped revise the MSN curriculum in nursing administration 
and achieved a national ranking of seven; mentored 25 
nursing graduate students to publish six referred articles; 
served as director of the graduate program at the Center of 
Philanthropy; launched the PhD program in philanthropic 
studies; and coordinated international health initiatives in 
the Offi ce of International Affairs. She is currently vice chair 
of the National League for Nursing Foundation for Nursing 
Education.

Diane M. Billings, EdD, RN, FAAN 
Dr. Diane Billings retired from the 
IUSON in June 2006.  She began her 
career at the IUSON in 1972 as an 
assistant professor of nursing, moving 
to associate professor in 1974 and then 
to professor of nursing in 1987.  Soon 
after she was promoted to assistant 
dean for Learning Resources and then 

in 1996 until her retirement she held the positions of Associate 
Dean for Teaching, Learning, and Information Resources 
and Chancellor’s Professor of Nursing.  During her career 
she received numerous honors such as the IU President’s 
Award for Excellence in Teaching and the Emily Holmquist 
Lifetime Achievement Award from IUSON.  Dr. Billings is 
as an international expert resource in the fi eld of distance 
education and has been widely recognized for her publications, 
achievements and research in the fi eld.

Eleanor Donnelly, PhD, RN
Dr. Eleanor Donnelly retired from the IUSON in May of 
2005.  She started at the IUSON in 1980 when she accepted 
an appointment as an associate professor.  Dr. Donnelly 
earned a diploma from Episcopal Hospital School of Nursing 
in Philadelphia and a Bachelor of Science with a nursing 
major in 1969 from D’Youville College in Buffalo, New York.  
In 1972, she completed a Master of Science Degree with a 
major in psychiatric mental health nursing from the State 
University of New York at Buffalo.  Dr. Donnelly served on 
several department, school and university committees during 
her time at IUPUI.  Additionally, she received an Excellence 
in Research Award in 1991 from the Alpha Chapter of Sigma 
Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing and in 
1993 was the fi rst recipient of the Midwest Nursing Research 
Society Special Service Award.

Ngoan (Van) Hoang, MPH, RN
Van Hoang retired from the IUSON 
at the end of the fall 2005 semester.  
Mr. Hoang became an instructor at 
the School in 1973 and was promoted 
to assistant professor in 1976.  During 
his 32 years of service, he was actively 
involved in faculty governance, 
undergraduate curriculum and 

several leadership roles within the community.  Hoang taught 
Community Health Nursing to multitudes of BSN students 
and has been active in international and multicultural events 
within the School and community.  He received the Sequoia 
Award in 1996 and the University Council of Nursing Faculty 
Public Service Award in 1999.

Marchusa Huff, DNS, RN
Dr. Marchusa Huff retired from the 
IUSON in the spring of 2006 after 
40 years of service.  Dr. Huff began 
as an instructor at the School in 
1966 and was promoted to assistant 
professor in 1969 and then to associate 
professor in 1975.  She taught several 
medical/surgical courses related to 
neurological and orthopedic care in 

addition to leading the BSN Management course for many 

RETIREMENTS
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years.  Dr. Huff received outstanding teaching awards fi ve 
times, sat on many IUPUI committees, has several board 
memberships and has published extensively on her specialty 
subject, the operating room.  Dr. Huff has presented locally, 
nationally and internationally regarding her minority scholars 
work in addition to her on-line perioperative course for which 
she received an Ameritech Fellowship in 2001.

Juanita Keck, DNS, RN
Dr. Juanita Keck, Chair of the 
Adult Health Department since 
2001, retired this December after 
23 years of service at the IU School 
of Nursing. Appointed as a clinical 
nurse specialist within the department 
in 1980, she received her DNS from 
IU in 1983. A 2004 recipient of the 

IU President’s Award for Distinguished Teaching, Dr. Keck 
has received multiple awards for outstanding achievements 
in advancing science through nursing research. Through 
her research and mentoring of students and fellow nurses, 
Dr. Keck has contributed to the evidence-based knowledge 
of pain management in both children and adults, with a 
special interest in non-pharmaceutical interventions (such 
as music) for pain relief. In addition to being published in 
scientifi c journals such as the Journal of Pain and Symptom 
Management and the Journal of Pain Management Nursing, 
her work on testing the effect of music on circumcision 
has been cited in Good Housekeeping, Fit Pregnancy and 
Baby Talk. She has made substantial contributions through 
her service to IUSON and the University at large. She is 
considered a valued friend and esteemed colleague.

Ann H. Lowenkron, DNS, RN, BSN
Dr. Ann Lowenkron began her career 
with the IU School of Nursing as 
an instructor in 1980 and retired as 
associate professor in April 2006.  
During her time at the School, Dr. 
Lowenkron’s areas of specialization 
and teaching responsibility focused 
on maternity nursing, cardio-

pulmonary resuscitation, communication skills for nursing 
and quantitative research methodology.  Dr. Lowenkron is a 

member of many professional nursing societies in addition to 
a board seat on the Neonatal Nursing and the International 
Council on Women’s Health Issues.  Dr. Lowenkron received 
the Outstanding Teacher Honor, BSN Class, three times and 
the Teaching Excellence Recognition Award in 1997.  

Angela Barron McBride, PhD, 
RN, FAAN
Dr. Angela Barron McBride, a 
distinguished professor, former 
university dean of IUSON from 
1991-2003 and former member of 
the IUSON faculty for 25 years, 
retired in December of 2005. Dr. 
McBride, a native of Baltimore, 

Maryland, graduated with a bachelor’s degree in nursing from 
Georgetown University.  She additionally holds a master’s 
degree in psychiatric-mental health nursing from Yale 
University and a doctorate in developmental psychology from 
Purdue University.  During her tenure as dean, Dr. McBride 
served as senior vice president for Academic Affairs-Nursing 
within Clarian Health Partners.  She is currently a member 
of the Clarian Board and chairs the board’s Committee 
on Quality and Patient Care.  Recently, Dr. McBride was 
designated a 2006 Living Legend by the American Academy of 
Nursing.

Bernice Mercier
Bernice Mercier started at the IUSON 
in March of 1996 and has been the 
graduate recorder for the Center for 
Academic Affairs for 10 years before 
her retirement on September 29, 
2006.  Bernice is known for her sense 
of humor and the lasting relationships 
she formed with past and present 

employees. In fact, she knew many people around campus 
and her ability to fi nd the right person to contact for certain 
situations made her an invaluable employee of the School.  
During her retirement, Bernice plans to start a “Red Hat 
Writers” group, continue working in her church and spend 
time with her children and grandchildren in Florida
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Department of Environments for Health

Pamela Ironside, PhD, RN, is an associate professor and the director of the new Center 
for Excellence in Education and Scholarship (CEERS) at IUSON. Dr. Ironside received her 
BA in nursing from Luther College, Decorah, IA, her MSN from the University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, MN, and her PhD at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Dr. Ironside is inter-
nationally known for her research on innovative pedagogies in nursing education. She serves 
on the Governing Board of the NLN, is a member of the Blue Ribbon Panel: Priorities for 
Research in Nursing Education and will be inducted into the American Academy of Nursing 
this fall. 

Corinne Wheeler, PhD, MSN, RN, PNP, is an assistant professor with over 25 years 
experience as a professional nurse including pediatric nurse practitioner, infusion nurse 
specialist and public health leader. Wheeler at one time developed, staffed and managed a 
comprehensive health clinic with pediatric, medical and ob/gyn services in Warsaw, Poland for 
the Daughters of Charity.  She received her undergraduate degree from M. B. Johnson School 
of Nursing, Elyria Memorial Hospital, Elyria, Ohio, her MSN degree in the RN-MSN program 
at IUSON, was a former part-time faculty member here and successfully defended her disser-
tation entitled “The  Needs and Challenges of Homeless Families with Children As Perceived 
by Homeless-Service Agencies” on June 15, 2006. She is a member of the American Public 
Health Association and Midwest Nursing Research Society.
 
Joe W. Burrage, Jr., PhD, RN, has joined the faculty of Environments for Health as an 
associate professor. Prior to his a pointment at IUSON, he was on faculty at LSU in New 
Orleans, LA,  and UAB in Birmingham, AL. He is both a member of the Board of Directors 
and a Distinguished Lecturer for the Association of Nurses in AIDS Care. Burrage is a recent 
recipient of a KO-1 from NINR, “Salivary Rapid HIV Testing: Health Seeking and Coping in 
African Americans.” Burrage earned his BSN and MSN from Northwestern State University 
of Louisiana and his PhD from Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA. His teaching area is 
Nursing Administration in the MSN program
 

NEW FACULTY
IU SCHOOL OF NURSING WELCOMES NEW FACULTY FOR 2006-07
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Department of Family Health
 
Amy J. Arthur, PhD, FNP, APRN-BC, is a visiting assistant professor who teaches graduate 
and post-graduate students in the NP and nurse educator programs.  She has earned an MSN and 
PhD from Indiana University and has completed a post-doctoral study as a PFF scholar.  Dr. Arthur 
holds ANCC board certifi cation, maintains a clinical practice in Indianapolis and is a member of 
Sigma Theta Tau, CAPNI, NONPF (International Affairs and Education SIGs), The International 
Congress of Nurses in Geneva and The National PostDoc Association. Her research interests 
include graduate/professional education and international humanitarian aid.

Linda Bell, PhD, a professor, was formerly professor of psychology and director of Training in 
Family Therapy, University of Houston, Clear Lake, TX, where she received a Special Commen-
dation Award for outstanding dedication and commitment to the development of marriage and 
family therapy from the Texas Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. Bell earned her BA 
in psychology from Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, her MA in Psychology at the University of 
Texas at Austin and her PhD in Social Psychology from Duke University. She is a clinical member 
and fellow of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, charter member of the 
American Family Therapy Academy and member of the National Council on Family Relations.

Yvonne Lu, PhD is a visiting assistant nursing scientist. Former positions included assistant 
professor at Wright State University, director of nursing at Mennonite Christian Hospital, Hualien, 
Taiwan, and a geriatric nursing research scholar with The John A. Hartford Foundation Institute. 
Lu received her AD in nursing from the National Taipei School of Nursing, Taipei, Taiwan, her BSN 
from Bethel College, Newton, KS, her MSN from Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, and her 
PhD in Gerontology Nursing at Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio. She was a 
post-doctoral fellow at IUSON in gerontology nursing researching “Health outcomes of Mild 
Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and their family members.” Lu is a member of The Indiana Discovery 
Network for Dementia, Midwest Research Nursing Society and Gerontology Society of America. 
Lu will be co-teaching R505 (graduate stats course) with Marsha Ellett.

Department of Adult Health
 
Carol L. Baird, DNS, APRN, BC, is an associate professor and certifi ed clinical specialist 
in gerontological nursing. She is currently teaching in the adult clinical nurse specialist program 
and also has a clinical practice with older adults with chronic pain and mobility diffi culties, usually 
associated with arthritis. Her research interests are focused on optimizing functioning and 
quality of life in older adults with chronically painful conditions. To this end Baird studies risks for 
poor health outcomes and the effectiveness of cognitive-behavioral interventions for improving 
functioning among older adults with painful conditions. In addition, Baird uses naturalistic inquiry 
methods to study how older adults live with physical functioning diffi culties and how they manage 
symptoms.  She earned her MSN Nursing of Adults with Biodissonance and DNS Nursing 
Synthesis and Multidisciplinary Gerontology from Indiana University.
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FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP
Source: 2005 - 2006 IUSON Annual Report

Refereed Papers (67)

Books (2)

State of Science Reports (4)

Chapters (20)

Published Abstracts (22)

Non-Refereed Papers (27)

Internaitonal (30)

Regional (21)

Keynote (30)

National (115)

Leadership (11)

Teaching (37)

Research (20)

Practice (6)

Research (2)

Journal 
Referees (186)

Journal 
Editorial Board (21)

PUBLICATIONS
51 Participating Faculty Members

AWARDS
43 Participating Faculty Members

EDITORIAL SERVICE
42 Participating Faculty Members

PRESENTATIONS
70 Participating Faculty Members
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REMEMBERING MINNIE 
ANDERSON
BY LILLIAN STOKES

 I fi rst met Minnie on return from a 
maternity leave in the fall of 1975.  
She was very quiet, thoughtful 
and refl ective; a long standing 
student advocate and mentor 
to nursing students, offering 
assistance, praise, encouragement 

and support, especially with those students who needed 
help with anxiety.  However, she didn’t hesitate to be fi rm 
when the need arose. Even during her last two years of life, 
Minnie offered assistance to students by inviting them to her 
home for “tutoring” sessions and would diligently follow-
up if a student failed to show. Another aspect of Minnie’s 
character is that once given a task, one could rest assured 
that it would be completed thoroughly.  I remember when 
the local chapter of Chi Eta Phi Sorority hosted the National 
Conference in 1979 and some continuing education courses 
were held at IUSON. I asked Minnie to coordinate that 
piece knowing that I could count on her completely. True to 
character, it was implemented just the way it needed to be. 
Minnie’s thoughtful wisdom and careful deliberations were 
so important to students, faculty and staff. She is missed.

REMEMBERING BEV FLYNN 
BY ANNE BELCHER

 Beverly C. Flynn was the guiding 
spirit of community health nursing 
at Indiana University School of 
Nursing. She served as a pioneer for 
many initiatives within the School 
of Nursing, the IUPUI campus and 
the state of Indiana, probably most 

notably by laying the groundwork to establish a World 
Health Organization Collaborating Center for Healthy Cities 
at the IU School of Nursing. I was so taken by Beverly’s 
creative energy and commitment to social justice that I 
wanted my community work to be driven by the community 
development model. Beverly supported and challenged those 
around her to strive for excellence and worked tirelessly to 

promote healthy public policy. Beverly’s emphasis on health 
promotion and positive health practices were not limited to 
her professional career but also modeled in her personal life. 
She approached her diagnosis of and treatments for cancer 
with vigorous optimism for 15 years.  Her life demonstrated 
the health benefi ts of a positive approach to living with and 
managing a life-threatening illness.

REMEMBERING HILDA FRAZIER 
BY JOAN K. AUSTIN 

 I met Hilda Frazier as a diploma 
student in 1964 when she was my 
instructor for tuberculosis nursing. 
My father had died suddenly the 
week before I began that training. 
Hilda, who had no knowledge of my 
father’s death, showed a fi lm on the 

fi rst day of class that included a patient dying. I cried for two 
days. Hilda was very supportive and helped me to deal with 
my father’s death. Over the years I lost contact with Hilda 
but always remembered her fondly for helping me through 
this diffi cult period. You can imagine how happy I was to 
see her again when I came to IUSON as a graduate student. 
Hilda was once again my instructor and very interested in 
what had happened to me. Later, when I joined the faculty, 
we regularly had lunch together and I welcomed her advice. 
Hilda was well liked by both students and colleagues and 
when I think of her, I remember her supportive nature and 
the positive infl uence she had on so many of us at IUSON.

REMEMBERING DR. LILLIAN 
YEAGER BY MIMI MCKAY

Dr. Lillian Yeager joined Indiana 
University Southeast in 1973 as 
an assistant professor of nursing 
and became dean of nursing on the 
Southeast campus in 2002. Many 
rich patterns of Lillian’s life impacted 
not only the School of Nursing, 

the faculty and the students, but everyone with whom she 
came in contact.  She was able to balance professionalism, 
compassion and humor with an uncanny style of class and 

IN MEMORIAM
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elegance and truly enjoyed the many hats she wore – mother, 
teacher, mentor, administrator and “dancer.”  The Student 
Nurses’ Association hosted a Mardi Gras party on “Fat 
Tuesday” a couple of years ago.  In keeping with the New 
Orleans tradition, a small baby was buried in the King Cake.  
The students announced whoever received the piece of cake 
with the baby had to get up on the table and dance.  As luck 
would have it, Lillian’s piece had the baby.  The students 
decorated Lillian with a purple boa.  She then climbed on 
the table and admirably performed her dance, swinging her 
jacket up in the air with one fi nger and throwing the boa into 
the crowd with the other.  It was obvious to everyone that 
Lillian was no novice!  As tradition has it, the King Cake 
is decorated in Mardi Gras colors: purple 
representing justice, green representing 
faith and gold representing power.  What 
a wonderful symbol it was for Lillian.  
She had a very strong religious faith that 
sustained her in every other part of her 
life, whether it was her powerfulness as 
a leader or her excitement in her leisure.  
As a faculty member so eloquently put it, 
“Lillian used her experience with cancer to 
become a stronger person. We will just have 
to continue to teach, advise and mentor 
without our Steel Magnolia.”

REMEMBERING 
MARY ELLEN 
OBERLANDER BY 

KATIE GRIFFIN

 One very special 
person has made a 
huge infl uence on me 
and my life. Mary 
Ellen Oberlander 

worked for IUPUI with my mom. She was 
diagnosed with a rare, incurable disease 
called ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis). 
She really struggled, especially in the last 
several weeks of her life, with her disease 
hurting her. People with ALS usually lose 
muscle control in their body gradually and 
depending on the person, they lose control 
of different muscles at different times. 
Unfortunately, Mary Ellen lost her voice 

fi rst. This made a huge change in her life in the way that people 
would treat her.  With some help from dear friends, Mary 
Ellen was able to purchase a small laptop that would say out 
loud what she typed. Gradually, she lost the ability to do this 
and would just write on a white board. She has infl uenced me 
so much, even though she may not have realized it. Without 
her even being able to speak to anyone, she made you think 
about life in a whole different perspective. No matter how 
she felt, she would come to work in a brand new outfi t and 
a great big smile. Mary Ellen tried hard to always be happy. 
One thing that I admire about her is the fact that she never 
gave up. From the time she was diagnosed until she died, she 
always tried to be like a normal person.

You were
always

together. . .
always there

for each
other.

Even if it has been years since you last made contact,

you can still reconnect with long-lost friends. We are 

currently compiling an Alumni Directory, an invaluable

resource with personal, academic and business

information on all of our alumni. Don’t miss your

chance to be included. Be sure to provide your

updated information when contacted.

Be together again with our
upcoming Alumni Directory.
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 Giving to the Indiana University School of Nursing 
requires one thing – passion.  Gifts of all shapes and sizes 
support the education of undergraduate and graduate 
nurses, their research and their service to the community.  
And when nurses choose to give their time, talents and 
fi nancial support to the IU School of Nursing, you can 
be sure they are making a wise investment where their 
passions lie.
 Before her retirement in 2006, Diane Billings, EdD, 
RN, FAAN, served students at the IU School of Nursing 
for more than 30 years.  Dr. Billings is a highly regarded 
expert in the research and science of nursing education 
and is well-known for her mentoring and support of 
faculty.  Because she valued the advancement of nursing 
education and recognized the importance of ongoing 
support of faculty members, Diane established the 
Richard and Diane Billings Award for the Scholarship of 
Teaching in 1998.
 “This School has done a lot for me and I’m committed 
to its mission.  I wanted to give back and inspire others to 
give.  The IUSON faculty are among the best qualifi ed 
nursing educators, and I want to help them reach their goals 
by investing in projects and contributing to scholarship,” 
says Dr. Billings.  Philanthropic gifts to nursing education 
insure that IU School of Nursing professors are prepared 
to mentor excellent nurses in the 21st century.
 Marchusa Huff, DNS, RN, has been a passionate 
nurse and educator for 40 years.  Joining the faculty at 
the IU School of Nursing as an instructor in 1966, Dr. Huff 
served as a professor of such specialties as operating room 
nursing, neurosurgical care, emergency room nursing and 
perioperative nursing before retiring in 2006.  
 Dr. Huff has always been one to go above and beyond 
in her drive to encourage the success of all students.  
In 1997, Marchusa established the Diversity Scholars 
Research Program which aims to attract academically 

talented students pursuing an education in the research 
setting who will contribute to the diversity of IUPUI.  
“Students thrive in this multidiscipline program and are 
successful upon graduation,” says Dr. Huff.  With this 
goal in mind, she has given faithfully to the IU School 
of Nursing’s Diversity Enrichment Fund for nearly two 
decades.
 Gifts to the Indiana University School of Nursing in 
honor of faculty and their work, be it teaching, research 
or service, are wonderful ways to insure that excellence 
in those areas continue. The enclosed reply envelope can 
be used to direct a gift to IUSON in honor of Dr. Billings 
or Dr. Huff.  Many other academic and research missions 
are also in need of your support.  For more information 
about giving to the IU School of Nursing, please visit our 
Web site at nursing.iupui.edu or contact Janet McCully, 
Offi ce of Development, at (317) 274-4293 or jmccully@
iupui.edu. Dr. Diane Billings, Dr. Marchusa Huff and the 
students and faculty at the Indiana University School of 
Nursing appreciate your thoughtful giving.  

MAKING a Difference

WHERE YOUR TREASURE IS,
THERE WILL YOUR HEART BE ALSO

Left, Diane Billings, EdD, RN, FAAN, 
and Marchusa Huff, DNS, RN
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ALUMNI CIRCLE
GIFTS OF $100 - $249
 Nancy C. Abbott
Stephen L. and Mindy S. Abbott
Stephen J. and Jennifer A. Ackerman
Michael A. and Jeanne Agostino
Thomas and Betty J. Allen
Don R. and Donna K. Anderson
George H. and Margaret Anderson
David and Janet Andrews
Lynette E. Andrews
Perry C. and Marilyn L. Andrews, Jr.
Leonard C. and Mary L. Angle, Jr.
Mary L. Annarino
Kelly and Ann Anthony
Mary L. Arnould
Edward W. and Helen M. Asmus, Jr.
Katherine A. Aust
Roger C. Avery and Ann Zaharias Avery
Jean Babbitt
Emily C. Bacon
Charles M. and Martha A. Bailey 
Sandra S. Bailey
Deborah K. Bair
Robert G. and Carol L. Baird
James and Tamilyn Bakas
Constance M. Baker
Elizabeth M. Baker
Kenneth R. and Suzanne Baker
Steven J. and Diane K. Baker
Mark and Karen E. Balach
Sharlene C. Banks
David R. and Linda E. Barnes
Phinehas P. Barnes, Jr. and 
 Shirley Clobridge Barnes

Michele Barney
Jan W. Bartuska
Alfred C. and Pamela Baumgart, II
James E. and Wilma J. Baxter
Robert R. and Nancie Baxter
Bruce A. and Davena J. Beal
Blessing Beasley
Jacqueline Bolden Beck
Laura L. Beckom
Michael E. and Della M. Beebe
Stephen F. Belcher
Susan K. Belew
Joe and Cynthia A. Bellina
Diane L. Benner
Elizabeth A. Berfanger
Anthony W. and Lee A. Bernard
James W. and Susan M. Berns
Sharon S. Betzner
Marjorie Beyers
Maxine G. Bianchini
Harvey A. and Donna Birsner
Gary D. and Joan M. Bishop
Stephen E. and Cynthia A. Bishop
Lauren D. Black and Anne Stanley Black
Gertrude C. Bluemel
Henry W. and Janet Bockelman
Boeing Company
James R. and Melody Bohrer
Donna L. Boland
Stephen R. and Julaine D. Bolden
Donna M. Bopp
Rosanne L. Bordenkecher
Michael and Mary W. Boris
James and Amy L. Boswell
Karen S. Bowers

Bowman Counselling/Consulting
Barbara L. Bowman
Carol A. Bowman
Phoebe A. Boze
Valentine W. and Barbara R. Bozymski
Norman H. and Linda Bracken
Ann Jackman Brackett
Maxine J. Bradrick
Roger and Kristen Brady
Wilma J. Brady
William H. and Nancy C. Brandenburg
Billy G. and Eleanor Brant
Patricia L. Brien-Berkow
Sallie A. Brink
Mary J. Brock
Rhoda E. Brosius
Laura J. Brown
Patricia Brown
Randy G. and Marilyn E. Brown
Rita Browning
Michael and Cheryl S. Bryan
Michael R. and Susan M. Buehner
Barbara E. Bullock
Jeffrey and Karen M. Bunnell
Robert and Jennifer B. Burke
Brian K.  and Lori L. Burton
Marcia J. Burton
Phillip W. and Jane A. Bush
Rickey D. and Mary P. Byous
William A. and Diane K. Byron
Andrew Campbell and Cara Davidson Campbell
Teresa L. Campbell
Carol L. Caric
Ralph Carmel and Martha DeHaven Carmel
Kimberly E. Carnes

Every gift to the Indiana University School of Nursing is important. Whether given to 
support a specifi c program or to be used where the need is the greatest, your philanthropic 

commitment boosts the School’s mission of excellence in nursing research, scholarship, 
teaching, practice and service.

We are grateful for the involvement of alumni, staff, faculty, corporations, foundations and other 
community friends listed below. This listing refl ects gifts made to the IU School of Nursing between 

July 1, 2005 and October 31, 2006. 

Please help us maintain the accuracy of our records by contacting us if the information is incorrect 
at 317-274-1545 or kajeter@iupui.edu.
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David J. and Sandra S. Carr
David and Mary Ellen Carter
Marvin and Ruth A. Casebeer
Janice L. Casey
Linda C. Cassady
Anthony M. and M. Carolyn Cecere
Raymond A. and Charlotte M. Chadwick
Richard P. and Jean L. Chaille
Jeanette G. Chamberlain
Earl M. and Zola M. Cheever
Chung P. and Joyce C. Cheng
June E. Choate
Suzanne J. Choiniere
Kathryn L. Clark
Sheila M. Clark
Donald L. and Mary A. Clem
Pamela S. Clevenger
Donald J. and Sarah L. Clutter
Barbara M. Coffel
Clifton E. Coffman, Jr. and Sally Scobee Coffman
Stanley J. and Patricia A. Cohen
Wilma F. Cole
Andrea M. Combs
Barton L. and Marilyn L. Comstock
Barbara J. Connell
William D. and Shirley B. Connette
Daniel A. and Patricia L. Cook
Marjorie E. Cook
Thomas G. and Tamara A. Cooper
Randell J. and Christine E. Coulter
Linda J. Cowley
Mary Ann Cox
Alan K. and Barbara K. Coyner
Theresa E. Coyner
Sara Craft
Sara E. Crawford
Cheryl L. Crisp
Michael D. and Sarah C. Croner
John I. and Susan E. Cronkhite
Deborah L. Cullen
Peggy M. Cullum
Jane L. Cunneen
Joseph H. and Joann S. Daily
Mark W. and Mary L. Damer
Douglas G. and Edith L. Davidson
Albert L. and Laura U. Davis
Beverly J. Davis
Geralyn R. Davis
Rita M. Davis
Robert H. and Victoria A. Davis
Phillip R. and Beth A. Dawkins
Peter J. and Barbara A. Deckers
George R. DeLong and Nancy L. Boman DeLong
Kirk and Pamela C. Dietz
JoAnn Differding
Joann R. Dinwiddie
Melanie L. Dolak
Laurie Dorsey
Glenn W. and Marianne P. Doss
Joan E. Dow

Mary Ann Dremstedt
Michael D. and Nancy L. Dubriwny
Michael J. and Demaris V. Dugan
Electa Duncan
Paul J. and Roberta S. Dunne
Janet S Barber Duval
Carol A. Duvall
Dorothy D. Dycus
Alex R. Dzierba, Jr.
Joyce A. Eaton
Edward G. and Vivian K. Eckerly
Fred and Nancy N. Edwards
Michael D. and Shawna M. Eikenberry
Pamela Baker Elliott
Terry R. and Delores M. Ellis
George A. and Vicki L. Elmes
Lance and Christy S. Embrey
John H. and Beverly A. Emhuff
Kay Marie Enderle
Margaret A. Haymaker Ervin
Michael and Rita F. Etzl
Michael B. and Karen E. Evans
Gayle D. Faga
M. Ebrahim and Carolyn L.  Fakouri
Eliza M. Farrow
Terry K. and Beverly A. Faulkner
Louis A. and Linda L. Federle
Lori K. Feezle
Constance A. Ferentz
Frank D. and Phyllis A. Fisher
Mary J. Fleener
Juanita W. Fleming
Michael E. and Mary J. Flinn
Robert L. Forste, Jr.
Deborah A. Foster
Wendell and Sandra Flowler
JoAnn Fox
Richard M. and Margaret M. Fraher
Russ Frankl and Kay Jackson Frankl
Jonelle W. Frazier
Ernest and Mary D. Frazo
John C. and Pamela A. Freeland
Sharyn S. Frentner
Roberta N. Friedland
Julie B. Friedman
Frederick A. and Kathleen A. Fromm, Jr.
Robert I. and Sharon L. Fulford
Linda L. Fuller
Janet S. Fulton
Sarah K. Funke
Jorge L. and Ann E. Gamba
Michael A. Gann
David D. and Pamela J. Gardner
Gerald W. and Darlene K. Garrett
Vincent and Sarah E. Gayeski
GE Foundation
Eugene D. George and Darla Divietro George
Fredrick and Sharon A. Gerth
GHS Electric LLC
Robert L. Gildea and Donna Holwell Gildea

Frances Ginther
Douglas D. and Terri E. Girt
Doris K. Goodman
Josh and Robin M. Gotlib
Donald D. and Sherrill A. Graber
Novell F. Graves
Susan K. Gray
Elizabeth Graziano
Barbara E. Green
Connie L. Greene
Stephen T. Gregg and Karen Hein Gregg
Paul M. and Deborah E. Gresham
Sara A. Gridley
Robert S. and Linda E. Griffi n
Elizabeth Grossman
Mary Ellen Grupe
Lawrence and Linda Haber
Charles and Sheila A. Hackworth
Bruce and Colleen A. Hallberg
Bruce and Roxanne K. Hamilton
Terry W. and Janet S. Hancock
Kathleen M. Hanna
Elizabeth J. Hanrahan
Rick and Patricia A. Hanson
Harleysville Insurance Companies
Robert E. and Ann R. Harman
Sherrel D. and Laurel J. Harris, II
David K. and Christine Harrison
Robert L. and Marilyn L. Hart
Phyllis G. Hartley
Edward H. and Beverly C. Hartman
Paul A. and Julie S. Hass
Katherine A. Haun
Michael M. and Katherine A. Haun
Ronald R. and Sally A. Haverstock
Daniel L. Hedinger, II
James J. Heger and Anne Keller Heger
Donald E. and Elaine C. Hein
Mary K. Hendershot
Charles G. and Vivienne Henderson
Barbara A. Henk
Wayne and Jo Anne Herman
Mary L. Hersey
Esther L. Hibner
June M. Hildebrand
Anita M. Hill
Robert B. and Janis K. Hirschman
Ngoan V. Hoang
Joe N. and Myrna M. Hobbs, Jr.
Donald E. Hobson and Sharon Young Hobson
Carl A. Hoeping
Brian L. and Janet L. Hoffer
Dr. Carol A. Holdcraft
Brian D. and Ann E. Holland
Susan C. Holland
Harold J. and Marion J. Hoopingarner
Paul M. and Pamela A. Hoppe
Mark A. Horman
Robert J. and Phyllis M. Horn
Charles D. Hoskins, Jr. and Vicki Greer Hoskins
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John D. and Stacie D. Howard
Tom F. and Deborah H. Hrisomalos
Janet L. Hubbard
Robert W. Hudson
William T. and Angela D. Huffman, Jr.
Theresa C. Hughes-Adkins
Rosemary K. Hume
Greg L. and Deborah L. Hurd
Doris L. Hutchison
Jacob and Marianne H. Hutti
Rose E. Hynes
IBM International Foundation
Pamela M. Ironside
Laura A. Issen
IU Nursing Class of 1949
Steven S. and Karen S. Ivy
Carl F. and Shelby J. Jaedicke
Thomas C. and Carol J. James
Jane M. Skelton Living Trust
Molly B. Janovsky
Brenda L. Jarvis
Joseph K. and Pamela R. Jeffries
Ronald J. and Linnea J. Jencopale
Sharon L. Jenkins
Jill A. Jesse
Doris D. Johnson
Kathryn A. Johnson
Stephen D. and Julia A. Johnson
Robert J. and Carol A. Johnston
Susan S. Jones
John and Joanna M. Kaakinen
Nancy M. Kaderabek
Marjorie J. Karr
Robert E. and Jacqueline A. Kash
Sherri S. Kehoe
Joseph and Marilyn E. Kerkhoff
Lisa D. King
M K. King
Thomas and Mary J. Kippenbrock
Glenn A. and Sabrina M. Kirk
James S. and Janet S. Kirsch
Ramona Kleehammer
John M. and Patricia H. Kneebone
James and Janice A. Koday
Rebecca L. Koday
Phillip W. and Jane E. Kolb
Ted and Helen Koldjeski
Robert P. and Annette L. Konupek
Donald W. and Jean A. Kornack
Richard J. and Roxanne L. Kovacs
Henry H. and Carol S. Kramer
Irene B. Kreiger
Paul E. and Dorothy M. Kritsch
Joseph M. and Linda M. Kroner
Darryl G. and Tara Kunkel
Dennis J. and Michelle G. La Roche
Juanita M. Laidig
Sue H. Lambert
Jean M. Landis
Jayne M. Langan
Walter R. and Rebecca L. Lasley
Michael E. and Julie C. Lau

Ramon L. Lavandero
John D. and Margo E. Layman
Bernice M. Lazar
Ronald L. and Donna J. Lecher
Lee E. & Esther I. Ross Revocable Trust
Shawn D. Legg
Timothy S. and Mary E. Lerzak
Emilie A. Leveque
Gerald C. Lewis
Mark J. and Kathleen G. Liddy
Vincent A. and Robin S. Lindenmayer
Vicki B. Lindseth
Elizabeth M. Lion
Paul Liu and Jessica Graf
Donald A. and Susan K. Long
Paul R. and Nancy A. Lopshire
Ann Lowenkron
Ronald E. and Karen L. Lucas
Irene W. Luczak
Gail S. Lukasiewicz
Sally L. Lusk
Ann A. Lyons
Esther M. Macklin
John W. and Melitta R. Maddox
James A. and Mary A. Madewell
Cheryl S. Main
James B. and Gina M. Mammel
Michael and Mary F. Marinaccio
Mark and Judith Marshall
A. Byrdell Martin
Barbara J. Martin
Ken P. and Anne T. Martin
Rebecca R. Martin
Jamie and Kaelynn Martindale
Cynthia L. Martz
Mary Dils Smith Trust
Henryn A. Mayo
David G. and Kristine T. McClary
Shannon N. McDaniel
Daniel J. and Ellinor O. C. McElroy
Norah J. McFarland
Richard and Mary J. McGowan
Dale F. and Nancy J. McKee
Charles R. and Cathie M. McKinley
Michael T. and Angela M. McNelis
Meadowood Retirement Community
Merle and Eunice R. Medhurst
Kenneth and Ellen E. Medved
Linda J. Meier
Karen A. Meyers
Michelle Morgan Trust
Anna M. Miller
Dennis V. and Susan B. Miller
Joyce Miller
Julia A. Miller
Kathryn A. Miller
Michelle R. Miller
Eugenia M. Mills
Jay and Darci L. Minorik
Pamela B. Minzner
Martha E. Mobley
Gary F. and Linda D. Moneyham

James D. and Carole M. Montoya
Lloyd Moore and Marilou Judy Moore
Janet H. Mordarski
Eugene R. and M. Jean Morris
Merrick V. and Kriste F. Mossman
Joseph C. and Cheryl M. Muhler
Steven Muller and Jill McGovern
Carolyn J. Mullins
Brian L. Murphy and Susan Scourfi eld Murphy
Patrick D. and Cathy A. Murray
My Garden Club
Jeannie H. Napolitano
Duane R. and Patricia A. Neet
David and Barbara J. Neff
John and Marilyn A. Nelson
Brenda S. Nichols
Joyce A. Niksich
Albert M. and Brenda L. Novotny
Elizabeth M. Nufer
James G. and Christine M. Null
Ralph E. and Mary Ellen Oberlander
Thomas P. and Jennifer A. O’Brien
Monte E. and Helen A. O’Connor
Tom and Sandra S. O’Connor
David B. and Sheila J. Ogden
Kathleen A. O’Reilly
Donald Orr and Caryl Thompson
John M. and Marilyn S. Ortinau
Jeffrey D. and Susan E. Osborne
Richard H. and Vicki L. Ostermeier
Steven S. and Mary K. Overbeck
Rosemary Overpeck
B. Owens
Mary C. Ozinga
George H. and Norma F. Pahl
Bradley L. and Meg R. Pahmier
Carol L. Panicucci
Laura L. Parker
Jan Parmer and Ann Smolinske
Alice C. Parrish
Kenneth C. and Roselle L.  Partridge
Theodore K. and Cynthia S. Payne
Jane A. Peck
Georgia K. Pedersen
John S. and Carolyn A. Pennington
Kenneth L. and Karen Pennington
Terry C. Pennington
Noris M. Perez
Patricia E. Peterson
Carole E. Petro
Amy C. Pettigrew
Robert L. and Margie M. Pettijohn
Pfi zer Foundation
Kirk P. and Lisa A. Philippsen
Cynthia D. Piegzik
Jeff and Sharon D. Pinson
George L. and Carroll J. Pitts
Lori L. Pope
Janice M. Powers
Kathleen M. Powers
Milton and Susan Pressler
Charles F. and Louise A. Presti
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Kenneth S. and Christine Price
Loyal D. and Mary E. Pringle
Procter & Gamble Fund
Margaret E. Prugh
Bonita S. Pyler
Quest Diagnostics
Brian D. and Courtney R. Quick
Phyllis J. Raber
Deborah L. Racster
Beth J. Rafferty
Mark A. and Janet K. Raker
Rex L. and Barbara O. Randall
Stephen A. Rappaport and Pamela Flummerfelt  
 Rappaport
Edward J. and Charlotte A. Reed
George and Gloria G. Reed, III
Richard Reed and Mary Loughlin Reed
James T. and Donna F. Reeves
Kent B. Remley and Lisa Stevens Remley
Daniel R. and Ruth A. Rench
Charles F. and Jean F. Renschler
John N. and Barbara J. Reynolds, III
Pamela J. Ribelin
Jason P. and Anna M. Rich
Michael and Sandra Richardson
Charles A. and Jean M. Richmond
David E. and Kathleen A. Rieman
Riley Children’s Foundation
D. Clyde Riley
Mary E. Riner
Seonaid A. Ritz
David Roark and Phylis Thompson
Karen D. Robards
Connie J. Roberts
Dale J. and Diana B. Roberts
Betty L. Robertson
C. L. and Anita Robertson
J. Mark Robinson and Karen Meier Robinson
T. Michael and Connie Jo Robinson 
Edward W. and Elyse Rogers
James C. and Ann K. Romanowsky
William T. Rosenbaum and 
 Marianne M. Brittingham
Thomas S. and Sandra K. Rousseau
Connie J. Rowles
Carole L. Royer
Dean R. and Patrice A. Ruhl
Glenn F. and Mary L. Rush
Lucille S. Rychener
Virginia K. Saba
Rosalie A. Samuels
Nancy L. Sargent
Constance C. Sauer
Robert H. and Ann E. Schaefer
Scott M. and Anne-Marie D. Schenk
Gregory T. and Reanea L. Schiefelbein
Fred E. and Jane W. Schlegel
Mary J. Schlomann
Edward and Patricia J. Schmidt
David F. and Barbara W. Schrage
Timothy J. and Ann Schubach
Eric and Julia A. Schultz

Larry P. and Casey A. Schumacher
Charlene H. Schwab
William H. and Elizabeth B. Scott
Sensient Technologies Foundation Inc
Michael R. Shaughnessy and
 Marian Kiker Shaughnessy
Karen J. Shaw
Glenn and Tleana Sheets
Theodore and Rebecca A. Shelton, Jr.
Larry E. and Debra J. Sherer
Wenn H. Shieh
Kim Shirar
Benita G. Shoemaker
J. R. and Carol A. Showers
Julie A. Siefke
David and Onda J. Simpson
Karen A. Singleton
Thomas V. and Karla Skeen
Thomas Sluchak and Susan Randolph
Roman Slysh and N. M. Fedynskyj Slysh 
Anthony G. and Sue A. Smith
Sheila M. Smith
Stewart P. and Mary D. Smith
Bruce K. and Brenda D. Sowers
Martha B. Sparks
Robert G. and Bernardine Specht
Doris M. Spencer
Lori A. Sprague
Ross E. and Rosemarie P. Springer
Debra L. Stam
John M. Starzyk
Robert P. Steffens
Jack and Evelyn K. Stephenson
Charles M. and Rebecca L. Stigler
Ellen J. Stone
Joyce M. Stoops
Judith E. Stoops
Josef E. and Jane Streepey
Amanda L. Strong
James and Margery A. Stuart
Mitchell B. and Valerie L. Stucky
Elfrieda M. Sudhoff
Phillip M. and Patty A. Summers
Brian O. and Sharon L. Sutter
Jon D. and Janet L. Svendsen
Richard D. and Glowdene Sweet
James A. and Linda I. Sweigart
Fred and Shirley A. Swindler
Dianne P. Tao
Dale E. and Carol E. Taylor
Mary A. Teipen
Narciso P. and Luth M. Tenorio
Dona J. Thomas
Donald A. Toll and Sandra K. Horan Toll
Martha L. Tomlinson
Susan K. Tossey
Gene E. and Patricia D. Tovey
Tsuyoshi and Linda K. Toyama
Carmen L. Traill
Mary C. Trese
Nadine F. Tucker
George F. and Carolyn M. Tungate

Lori A. Turpin
Robert J. and Lois E. Vachon
Jerry and Nancy L. VanKovering
Lester and Gwen S. Vanmeter
Michael R. and Nana M. Vaughn
Jeffery D. and Kelli R. Vaught
Thomas F. and Anita J. Veldman
George D. and Athena Velianoff
Harold L. and Suzanne Vice
William E. and Terilyn A. Voegtle
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
Frances I. Waddle
Edwin H. and Ruth A. Wadsworth
Gary L. and Nancy K. Walker
Michael J. and Jane A. Walker
Susan Noble Walker
D. Michael and Norma B. Wallman
Elizabeth Walter
Susan Walter
Mary Gring Waltz
Marian R. Watson
Mary M. Weber
Donald L. and Shirley Wendling
Harold J. and Mary L. Wesselman
Doris Whidden
Edwin E. and Jocelyn H. White
Lisa L. White
Stephanie C. Whittaker
Kenneth A. and Constance E. Wieland
Marlot A. Wigginton
Buddy L. and Elizabeth G. Wiggs
Wesley and Anne M. Williams
Bruce C. Willoughby
Verlyn C. Wilson
Steven W. and Kathleen A. Wodicka
John F. and Adolfi na J. Wolfe
James and Janet S. Wolff
Nancy E. Wolford
James D. and Donna G. Wolosin
Larry and Charlene C. Wood
Larry R. and Carolyn A. Woodling
Dorris D. Woods
William F. and Shirley K. Woolf
Paulette I. Worcester
Laura E. Worstell
Ayleen L. Wright
Kimberly L. Yoder
James and Joyce A. Young
Alice Zacks

FRIENDS OF THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF NURSING
GIFTS OF $250 - $499
Mary C. Alderson
William and Karen J. Allen
Margaret H. Applegate
Margaret M. Baker
Lowell G. and Elizabeth J. Barnett
LeEtta S. Bartlett
James L. and Marilyn J. Beattey
Kenneth R. and Carol C. Beausang
Mark A. and Ann M. Bechtel
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Luke and Janna Beecham
Lance L. and Carol A. Beehler
Mark and Becky A. Behrmann
Glenn J. and Janet M. Bingle
Jim and Robin Bitzegaio
Bloomington Hospital
C. Michael and Linda H. Boland
Michaela A. Brines
William W. and Patricia Bromer
Trumin P. and Deborah M. Brown
Kathryn Brown-Mayes
Paul A. and Janice M. Buelow
Kelly L. Burrough
John R. and Imogene Canan
J. Willard and Janet S. Carpenter, III
W. Kelley and Patricia J. Carr
Janet Carter
Jane B. Chappell
James P. Comer
Bertie Creech
Carolyn Beckerich Davis
Nancy E. Dayhoff
Claudia A. Dille
Ellen Heeb Doubet
George E. Downey
Dunn Memorial Hospital
Lou Ann Emerson
Chris and Jane F. Fevurly
Linda K. Foster
William A. and Kathy C. Fox
Janet K. Godfrey
Robert and Clarabell L. Goldberg
Richard M. and Marcia L. Grassmyer
David J. and Jeanne C. Hamernik
Michelle M. Hart
Warren R. and Margaret J. Hickman
Don Hitch and Alice Dickerson Hitch
Judith T. Hollander
Geraldine A. Houp
Bernard and Marchusa A. Huff
Jean R. Hutten
IU Student Organization Student 
 Nurses Association
JJC Charitable Trust
Michael A. and Elizabeth A. Johnson
Mark E. and Nancy D. Jungemann
Angela M. Keith
Joan M. Kimbrough
Robert C. and Sharon K. Kleppe
Coweta B. Kopp
Ruth F. Kortgardner
Noel and Joyce Krothe
Melvin R. and Elizabeth I. Kruse
Joan C. Kuipers
Halbert W. and Ruth L. Kunz
Geoffrey Landis and Elizabeth A. Gunden
Margaret J. Leapley
David H. and Mary E. Lee
Randall A. and Susan J. Lee
Truman H. and Mary F. Lee
James B. and Sharon L. Lemler
Beverly J. Linde

Stephen and Sandra J. Lindemer
Sharon L. Lynch
Phyllis J. Mason
Russell G. and Lou A. Mawby
Douglas R. and Barbara J. Maxwell
Roy M. and Karen Mayberry, Jr.
Charles K. and Carol A. McCrory
Gerald A. Darlene J. McLeod
Robert H. Medsker and Malinda Scott Medsker
Cynthia J. Modlin-Adams
Timothy V. and Susan J. Moore
Susan K. Nunchuck
Adam and Melissa E. Offenhartz
Randell C. and Sara L. Ogg
Margaret H. Pannell
M. Allen and Carroll Parsons, Jr. 
William A. and Marilyn J. Pesci
Robert M. and Peggy J. Petranoff
Stuart and Eleanor L. Pigman
Dewey and Mary Pat Poskon
F. Quebbeman
Jacquelyn D. Reid
Jacqueline Reynolds
Robert & Phyllis Horn Trust
Rachel L. Rogers
David J. and Ann K. Ruhmkorff
Wilda M. Rush
Charles W. Schade and Julia Grable Schade 
Paul L. and Patty J. Schoch
Joseph J. and Barbara B. Sedmak
John E. and Cheryl L. Shore
Laurence F. and Jane M. Skelton
Marvin L. and Colleen H. Smitherman
Carolyn A. Stephens
Daniel J. and Marianne C. Stout
Daniel J. and Diana K. Sullivan
John P. and Ann F. Surratt
Theresa L. Sutton
Melinda M. Swenson
Mark S. and Jo M. Tabler
Carol S. Teitelbaum
Robert N. and Peggy A. Thoennes
Thomas J. and Kandace K. Ubelhour
Joseph and Myra K. Ungrady
Vachon Revocable Living Trust
Charles H. and Vivian J. Vetter
Thomas E. and Rosemary H. Williard
Wayne Wydrzynski and 
 J. Michelle Guente Wydrzynski

DISTINGUISHED ADVISORS
GIFTS OF $500 - $999
L. A. Andrews
Louis J. and Judy I. Angelicchio
David R. and Joan K. Austin
Kenneth M. Ayers
William H. and Alberta B. Baker
Cynthia S. Banta
William V. Barteau and Barbara A. Collins
Lynne C. Beattie
Anne E. Belcher
Donald A. and Lisa A. Bender

Vic and Marilyn C. Beretta
William D. and Beverley H. Bishop
June A. Brose
William and Marcia L. Campbell
Clarian Health
Donald R. and Edith H. Collins
Robert J. and Mary Jane Compton
Jane Vincent Corbett
Kent R. and J. Arlene Crawford
Carla J. Crouch
Ted A. and Roberta K. Gibboney
John R. and Deborah J. Grew
Linda B. Griffi n
Donald R. and Joan E. Haase
Margaret M. Hohman
Ben Huang and Susan Rawl
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Sharon L. Jacques
Kevin and Josette F. Jones
Robert W. and Juanita Keck
Suzanne Buckner Knoebel
John C. and Sally A. Krause
Richard E. and Marilyn U. Lahr
George H. and Myrna K. Lentz
William L. and Susan E. Macias
Made2Manage Systems, Inc.
Harold M. and Alice C. Manifold
Ted B. and Valerie N. Markley
Kelvin J. and Joan M. Maxfi eld
S. Alyn and Margaret G. McConnaha
Kenneth R. and Mary C. McLeish
William R. and Lora J. McMichael
Jeffrey R. and Barbara S. Mitchell
Morgan Hospital & Medical Center
David L. and Miriam L. Osterhoff
Michael F. and Jody J. Petrie
Robert H. and Elinore E. Pribble
Chad S. Priest and Caitlin Finnegan Priest
Suzanne M. Rogers
Lee E. and Esther I. Ross
Rebecca Russell
Grayce M. Sills
Sharon L. Sims
Patrick W. and Mary E. Soja
Steven F. and Marilyn E. Speer
Marie L. Spitzer
Carl B. Sputh, Jr.
Robert E. and Lillian S. Stokes
Wayne R. and Cynthia L. Stone
Sally Stork
J. Ann Talley
Mark R. and Beth A. Taylor
Stephen H. and Barbara A. Theobald
Merle and Mary E. Verden
Janice A. Ward
Gail A. Wolf

DEAN’S COUNCIL
GIFTS OF $1,000 - $4,999.99
Malcolm W. a,nd Carol Applegate
William C. and Lynn A. Asher
Baker & Daniels
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Bedel Financial Consulting Inc
Eric J. and Elaine E. Bedel
Richard E. and Diane M. Billings
BSN Class of 2005
D. Craig and Stephanie K. Brater
Carroll D. and  Marion E. Broome
Patricia A. Brown
Constance F. Buran
Darnall P. and Marilyn D. Burks
Charlotte A. Carlley
Marsha Casey
Larry R. and Victoria L. Champion
Cinergy Foundation Inc
Clarian Health Partners Inc
Clarian Health Partners Inc
Thomas F. and Sue A. Clemens
Columbus Regional Hospital
Community Health Network
Audrey E. Corne
Terrell D. and Patricia R. Ebright
Larry D. and Marsha L. Ellett
Paul A. and Martha E. Ellis
Sarah E. Emerson
David M. and Lori L. Fairchild
Alan G. and Cynthia A. Finesilver
Mary L. Fisher
Norma C. French
Elmer F. and Caroline A. Haire
Jerry R. and Judith A. Halstead
Hendricks Regional Health
Indiana Youth Institute
Indianapolis Business Journal
Glenn W. and Marianna A. Irwin, Jr.
IUSON Alumni Association
Jan’s Specialty Service
Melford H. and Molly A. Johnson
R. Craig Kneisel
Walter A. and Karren E. Kowalski
Bettie J. Kramer
Arnold W. Kunkler and Barbara McElroy 
Kunkler
Brenda L. Lyon
Rebecca T. Markel
Kara A. McBride
William H. and Janet S. McCully
Robert A. and Anna M. McDaniel
Carmen J. McGrae
MCR Charitable Foundation Inc
Donald B. Merk and Sonna Ehrlich Merk
Doris H. Merritt
Jerry D. and Margaret E. Miller
Monroe Hospital LLC
James T. and Jacqueline Morris
Richard and Sandra K. Neiman
James and Shirley J. Newkirk
Barbara A. Norton-Hamilton
John F. and Joanne Olsen
Fred and Nancy D. Opie
Daniel J. Pesut and Susan E. Ziel
Gary C. and Ruth A. Pettijohn
Philips Medical Systems
Erwin D. and Jane E. Phillips

Paul and Joanne C. Pinsky
Robert W. and Martel K. Plummer
Irene E. Pollert
Ruth M. Ramer
Raytheon Company
Margaret Cole Russell
SBC Foundation
Paul A. and Margaret L. Schneider
Vernon L. and Mary J. Shepherd
Sigma Theta Tau Alpha Chapter
Sigma Theta Tau International
D. Max and Mary Ann Smith
St. Vincent Women’s Hospital
Phyllis N. Stern
Elizabeth A. Stilwell
L. Gene and Rosemary V. Tanner
Eugene R. and Mary J. Tempel
Tenet Healthcare Foundation
Prudence Twigg
Walther Cancer Foundation, Inc.
Walther Cancer Institute, Inc.
John H. and Diana J. Weaver
J. Frederic and Elizabeth B. Wiese, Jr.
Janice O. Williams
Nancy Yacyshyn

NIGHTINGALE SOCIETY
GIFTS OF $5,000 OR GREATER
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
Norma V. Cleveland *
Community Hospitals of Indiana, Inc.
Eli Lilly and Company
Patrick F. Flynn
Health & Hospital Corporation of Marion Co.
Lucyanna P. Hitch *
Irene & Nathaniel M. Aycock Foundation
Johnson and Johnson
Ronald and Judy C. Lambert
Elizabeth Burton March
Marion County Health Department
Mays Chemical Company
William G. and Rose M. Mays
William McBride and Angela Barron McBride
Dolores A. Morgan *
Nursing 2000, Inc.
Josephine Osili
Helen C. Raissle
Sally Reahard *
RN Specialties, Inc.
Lucretia A. Scammahorn
Jean J. Schaefer *
St. Francis Hospital & Health
Jeanne Moore Starkey
Marjorie C. Tarplee
The San Diego Foundation
Thelma Walters Trust
Wishard Memorial Hospital
*Deceased

ETHEL P. CLARKE LEGACY SOCIETY
Malcolm W. and Carol Applegate
Richard E. and Diane M. Billings

Elizabeth Brown
Joseph Butler
Marguerite Butts
Charlotte A. Carlley
Patrick F. Flynn
Doris Froebe
Magdalene Z. Fuller
Helen Gibbons
Charles Goosman
Elizabeth Grossman
Crystal Halstead
Louis and Dorothy Hayward
Betsy Joyce
Harry and M. Jan Keffer
M. David and Terry Klipsch
Bettie Kramer
Anne M. Kuzmitz
Susan Crane Kyle
Betty Jo Lowery
Rebecca T. Markel
Wesley Martin
Donald B. and Sonna Ehrlich Merk
David Miller
Marilyn Niebergall
Gary C. and Ruth A. Pettijohn
Lee E. and Esther I. Ross
William and Kathryn Shields
Patrick W. and Mary E. Soja
Morris and Dorothea Stern
Marjorie C. Tarplee
Thelma Walters
John and Janice Williams

Deceased:
Peggy Echols
Luellen Martin (Mrs. Wesley P. Martin)
Dolores Morgan
Jack Quillen
Georgia Wheeler
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Helen M. Kennedy, BSN ’37, is doing well at 91 years old 
and does volunteer work in her building.

Sara E. Picker, a 1939 alumna, retired in October of 2005 
at age 90 after 65 years as a registered nurse.

Gertrude Bluemel, a 1957 alumna, celebrated her 100th 
birthday on December 6, 2006.

Jane E. Vincent, BSN’57, was recently surprised with the 
honor as the Woman of Achievement Award recipient by 
the Altrusa Club.  

Norma Storrs Keating, BSN ’65; the city of Yorba Linda 
recently honored Norma with its 2005 Citizen of the Year 
Award in recognition of her many years of volunteer service 
to the Yorba Linda community.  Since 1975 Ms. Keating has 
served as a volunteer for a variety of local organizations, 
including the Girl Scouts, Friends of the Yorba Linda Public 
Library, Daughters of the American Revolution and several 
genealogical organizations.  She is also a member of the 
Yorba Linda Library Commission, having been appointed 
to the position by the City Council in 2003.  As part of her 
volunteer service, Norma has played a signifi cant role in a 
number of key community projects.  For example, she was 
a driving force in the design of the Friends of the Library 
Bookstore, development of the Girl Scout House located 
on Casa Loma and planning of the Women’s Club Room at 
the Community Center.

Lois H. Ullman, BSN ’67, is working as a director of 
clinical research at Hampton Roads Medical Specialists.  
She and her husband Jim live in Williamsburg and drive 
together to work.

Brenda L. Cleary, BSN ’73, MSN ’80, was recently 
recognized with a total of 3 AJN Book of the Year Awards.  
The books by Brenda Cleary that won awards are titled 
Conducting Research in Long Term Care Settings and 
Nursing Workforce Development:  Strategic State 
Initiatives.

Julie Ellison, BSN ’88, recently obtained her certifi cation 
in Neonatal Intensive Care Nursing and is in a new position 
as Clinical Manager in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, Indiana.  She has 
been employed there for 16 years in the Family Rooms.

Suzanne M. Latimer, BSN ’89, continued her nursing 
career path upon return to her native state, California.  
She completed her post-graduate studies in 2000, 
receiving a Masters of Science Degree in Health Services 
Administration from St. Mary’s College of California.  
Suzanne is currently employed as a Public Health Nurse 
for the California State Department of Health Services.  
She is a Nurse Consultant III, Specialist, for the Children’s 
Medical Services, Health Care Program for Children in 
Foster Care.  She acts as the state oversight for 56 counties 
and 3 cities, serving as a consultant for over 200 county 
public health nurses participating in this statewide health 
program.

Susan H. Buhr, BSN ’91, is currently serving as a 
nursing specialist for St. Vincent Children’s Hospital in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, working in the medical genetics and 
pediatric neurodevelopment center.  

M. Dave Hanson, BSN ’92, in July 2006 was elected 
President-Elect of American Association of Critical Care 
Nurses. 

Deborah M. Ingram, BSN ’93, became an Australian 
Citizen in October 2003 and graduated in November 2004 
from University of Sydney with a Masters in Humanity and 
Healing Nursing.

Suzanne M. Keller, BSN ’01, is currently working as an RN 
in the cardiac catheterization lab at Columbus Regional 
Hospital.

Thomas P. Kulick, BSN ’04, is currently working as an RN 
at the St. Mary Medical Center ICU.

CLASS NOTES 
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The following awards were given in 2006 on behalf of 
the IU School of Nursing Alumni Association. Do you 
know an alumnus or alumna who should be recognized 
for outstanding achievement and contributions to 
nursing? Please visit http://www.alumni.iupui.edu/
nursingawards.htm and submit a nomination.

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI 
AWARD
F. Patrick Robinson (BSN 
’90, MSN ’93) of Chicago, 
IL, received the 2006 
Distinguished Alumni Award. 
This award is presented 
annually by the Indiana 
University School of Nursing 

Alumni Association to an outstanding alumna/alumnus 
of the Indiana University School of Nursing who is 
nationally or internationally recognized for signifi cant 
professional and/or academic contributions to the fi eld 
of nursing and/or health care. An assistant professor 
in the College of Nursing at the University of Illinois-
Chicago, Robinson is an international nurse leader 
who has been recognized for his contributions to the 
worldwide HIV/AIDS nursing community. While at 
IU, Robinson was president of the university’s chapter 
of the National Student Nurses Association. He has 
served as a member of the Advisory Committee for 
the Global Health Action AIDS Campaign and the 
Physicians for Human Rights Health Action Advisory 
Board. 

SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
AWARD
Established in 1978, the Special 
Recognition Award is presented 
annually to an individual(s) 
or group who has provided 
signifi cant contributions of 
time, energy and aid to the 
growth and development of the 

Indiana University School of Nursing and/or its Alumni 
Association. The 2006 recipient is Marta Makielski 

Your Membership Matters

www.alumni.indiana.edu

Thank you for your membership.

Your IU Alumni Association 
membership supports and 
includes membership in the
IU School of Nursing Alumni 
Association and your local
alumni chapter.

Your membership dues   
also support . . .

• Pulse, the School of Nursing magazine   
• Indiana Alumni Magazine – your best source for IU news 
• Special events and continuing education conferences
• Alumni online directory, career services center,   
   IU alumni e-mail, and more at IUConnect.com

(BSN ’78). Marta received her MN from University of California 
Los Angeles in 1982.  She has worked as a nurse in hospitals in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, Newport Beach, California, and South 
Bend, Indiana.  In the fall of 1997 Marta became an adjunct 
faculty member for the School of Nursing at Indiana University 
South Bend while continuing to work as a staff nurse at a local 
hospital in South Bend.  In 1989 she moved to a lecturer position 
and in 1996 was named a clinical assistant professor.  Then, in 
1997 Marta became the undergraduate program coordinator. 
She has also served on several committees within the nursing 
department and campus-wide at Indiana University South Bend. 
Marta is involved in other nursing related organizations such as 
Sigma Theta Tau, American Association of Critical Care Nurses, 
North Central Indiana Chapter of the American Association of 
Critical Care Nurses (NCI-AACN), Nursing Research Consortium 
of North Central Indiana and Northern Indiana Organization of 
Nurse Executives.
 

AWARDS
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 Linda Q. Everett, RN, PhD, CNAA, BC, 

FAAN, current president of the American 
Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) 
and a long-time chief nursing offi cer at the 
University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics joined 
the executive ranks at Clarian Health this 
spring to lead nursing and patient care staff 
members across disciplines that encompass 
a variety of roles and specialty areas of care 
delivery. In addition, Everett lends strategic 
planning and workforce development support 
to the Clarian executive team and serves as 
associate dean for clinical affairs at the IU 
School of Nursing.
 University Dean Marion Broome, PhD, 
RN, FAAN, met with Everett during her 
interview process. “Linda is a nationally known 
nurse leader who will bring a wealth of vision 
and skills to this position. As dean, I am very 
excited about the possibilities for continuing 
current and forging new education-practice 
partnerships between Clarian and IU that will 
serve as models for the state and nation.”
 Everett earned her nursing diploma from 
Riverside White-Cross School of Nursing; 
a bachelor of science in nursing from Kent 
State University; and a master’s of science in 
nursing at Case Western Reserve University, 
all Ohio schools. Her doctorate in nursing 
administration/nursing systems is from The 
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
 Everett began her career in nursing as 
a staff nurse in the operating room and the 

psychiatric/medical unit at Riverside Methodist 
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. She became 
an associate administrator of nursing at Sinai 
Hospital of Detroit and then a director of 
nursing and vice president of patient services 
at Detroit Medical Center, Grace Hospital, in 
Michigan.
 An active researcher, lecturer and 
speaker, Everett is widely published on 
nursing management and patient care topics. 
Among her many honors are being named 
a Woman of Infl uence in 2006 by an Iowa 
business journal; serving in a leadership 
role for American Organization of Nurse 
Executives (AONE); being named a fellow 
in the American Academy of Nursing; and 
completing the Johnson & Johnson Wharton 
Fellows Program in Management for Nurse 
Executives at the University of Pennsylvania in 
Philadelphia.
 In addition to her AONE involvement, 
Everett’s professional activities include 
serving as a Magnet hospital appraiser for the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center from 
2003 to 2006. She also has held numerous 
leadership roles for Sigma Theta Tau 
International, the Honor Society for Nursing, 
including international treasurer and board 
member for the foundation, international chair 
for the Pillar of Leadership Award judging 
committee and the international policy task 
force, among others.

NATIONAL NURSING LEADER JOINS CLARIAN 
HEALTH PARTNERS TO GUIDE HEALTH SYSTEM’S 
NURSING AND PATIENT CARE SERVICES
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The Alpha Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International has a long and rich 
history. It was established in 1922 by a group of six student nurses from the 
Indiana University Training School for Nurses. Since then, the chapter has 
grown signifi cantly with over 5,700 members and continues to provide 
leadership to the profession of nursing by:

•  Awarding scholarships to student nurse members;
•  Supporting research grants that advance nursing science;
•  Recognizing contributions of stellar nursing leaders; and
• Providing opportunities for networking.

 One of our chapter members, Dr. Daniel J. Pesut, associate dean for graduate programs at Indiana 
University School of Nursing, recently completed his presidential tenure for Sigma Theta Tau International 
which has 125,000 active members in 446 chapters across more than 90 countries. (http://www.
nursingsociety.org/media/factsheet.html)
 I’m honored to be president of the Alpha Chapter and the Executive Committee and I are excited 
to promote high professional standards, recognize achievement in research and leadership, strengthen 
interactions among members and cultivate creative work in nursing. Historically, Alpha’s strengths have 
been numerous with a large membership that includes international nurses, a strong connection with all 
Indiana University Schools of Nursing and frequent interactions at the national organization level.  
 In order to strengthen these attributes, the Executive Committee has completed a strategic plan 
identifying the need for greater Alpha Chapter visibility.  Our four year plan has six strategic goals.  One 
of these is to improve the connection with members by increasing communications through a monthly 
newsletter and, based upon a survey of our members, increase meetings.  In addition, we will mentor 
nurses who have been in practice for four years or less.  Indiana University regional campuses are on 
board, developing plans for mentoring and increasing visibility.  In Indianapolis, a new subcommittee will 
develop a service project in the inner city to connect students and other Alpha members in assisting 
citizens who are economically disadvantaged and/or lack adequate health care.
   If you aren’t currently a member, we encourage you to consider joining us. This outstanding 
organization has a successful track record of advancing nursing and everyone has a role he or she can 
play. Those who are already members, the Executive Committee extends an invitation to become more 
involved. Please feel free to e-mail me (smoore@iupui.edu) if you wish to learn how you can be active in 
Alpha chapter, and I encourage you to visit our Web site at https://www.iupui.edu/~stta/.

Su Moore
President, Alpha Chapter Sigma Theta Tau International

ALPHA OPPORTUNITIES – GET CONNECTED NOW!
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Joan K. Austin
 Joan K. Austin, DNS, RN, FAAN, 
holds the Sally Reahard Chair, 
named after a local philanthropist. 
Internationally regarded as an expert 
on mental health problems in children 
with epilepsy, Dr. Austin’s research 
on child adaptation to epilepsy has 
been funded by the National Institute 
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) since 
1986. In 2000, she was inducted into the 
Institute of Medicine. In 2005, she was 
the fi rst nurse to serve as president of 
the American Epilepsy Society. 
 A distinguished professor of 
nursing at IUSON, Austin holds adjunct 
appointments in the departments 
of neurology and psychiatry in the 
IU School of Medicine and in the 
department of psychology in the Purdue 
University School of Science. She is the 
director of the Center for Enhancing 
Quality of Life in Chronic Illness (CEQL) 
and a graduate training program in 
health behavior research that is funded 
by the National Institute of Nursing 
Research (NINR). Austin received her 
BSN at Texas Woman’s University and 
her MSN and DNS at IUSON, where she 
has been a faculty member since 1981.
 “Joan’s contributions over the past 
two decades have extended the health 

care communities’ understanding of 
the complex behavioral interactions 
between children with epilepsy, their 
families and society that have an 
impact on their adaptation to chronic 
illness. Her research fi ndings related 
to behavioral manifestations of 
epilepsy and family adaptation have 
been groundbreaking,” said Marion E. 
Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN, university 
dean and distinguished professor, IU 
School of Nursing.
 The Sally Reahard Chair was made 
possible through a generous gift from 
the estate of Sally Reahard, who had 
a special affi nity for nursing. Reahard 
died in July 2003 and bequeathed a gift 
that endows the directorship of IUSON’s 
Center for Enhancing Quality of Life in 
Chronic Illness as well as scholarships 
for nursing undergraduate students on 
the IUPUI campus.

Angela Barron McBride
 Angela Barron McBride, PhD, RN, 
FAAN, distinguished professor, former 
university dean of the IU School of 
Nursing (1991-2003) and former member 
of the IUSON faculty for 25 years has 
been designated a 2006 Living Legend 
by the American Academy of Nursing 
(AAN). 
 The Living Legend designation 
recognizes extraordinary Fellows who 

serve as reminders of the proud history of 
the nursing profession and as exemplary 
role models, demonstrating sustained 
and extraordinary contributions to 
nursing and health care throughout 
their careers. Although these honorees 
have transitioned from a formal work 
role, they continue to have a profound 
infl uence on the profession.
 During her tenure as dean, McBride 
served as senior vice president for 
Academic Affairs-Nursing within 
Clarian Health Partners, the largest 
hospital network in Indiana and one 
of the largest in the United States. 
Currently, she is a member of the Clarian 
board and chairs the board’s committee 
on Quality and Patient Care. McBride 
served as president of Sigma Theta 
Tau International (1987-1989) and of 
the American Academy of Nursing 
(1993-1995). She is well-known for her 
contributions to women’s health.
 Dr. McBride is a Fellow of the 
American Psychological Association’s 
Division 35 (women’s health) and 
Division 38 (health psychology) and 
received the latter’s “Outstanding 
Contributions to Nursing and Health 
Psychology” Award in 1995. Since 
2000, she has facilitated the leadership 
conference of the Building Academic 
Geriatric Nursing Capacity Program.
 McBride was the fi rst woman in 

CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE IN
LEADERSHIP AND RESEARCH

One can never consent to creep when one feels an impulse to soar.
HELEN KELLER

The Indiana University School of Nursing celebrates three individuals who, 

through their search for excellence, make the profession of nursing and everyone it 

touches better for having stretched to meet their goals.
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Indiana to be elected to the Institute 
of Medicine, National Academies 
of Science. Other notable honors 
include being named a “Sagamore 
of the Wabash” by former Governor 
O’Bannon; Distinguished Professor by 
Indiana University; and one of the most 
infl uential women in Indianapolis by 
the Indianapolis Business Journal.
 “As one of the undisputed legendary 
nurse leaders in the world, Angela is 
most deserving of this highly esteemed 
recognition,” said University Dean 
and Distinguished Professor Marion 
E. Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN. “She 
has been a pathfi nder, a trailblazer, 
a groundbreaker, a trend setter, an 
innovator – the leader par excellence. 
Her lifelong commitment to mentor 
future leaders left its footprints on our 
profession – few contemporary leaders 
in nursing have not been touched 
by Angela’s generosity, wisdom and 
inspiration.”
 Dr. McBride graduated at the top 
of her class with a bachelor’s degree in 
nursing from Georgetown University. 
She earned her masters degree in 
psychiatric-mental health nursing from 
Yale University and her doctorate in 
developmental psychology from Purdue 
University.

Victoria Champion 
 Victoria Champion, DNS, RN, 
FAAN, holds the Edward W. and Sarah 
Stam Cullipher Chair. Recognized 
nationally and internationally for 
creating tailored interventions for 
women, Champion has set the standard 

for reaching beyond the boundaries of 
IUSON to collaborate with other groups 
and disciplines and is considered a true 
pioneer and pathfi nder in the fi eld of 
behavioral oncology. A testament to 
this exemplary work was the formation 
of the Behavioral Cooperative Oncology 
Group that encompasses many 
universities (e.g., Duke, Washington 
University, Michigan State, Ohio State, 
Indiana State) and many disciplines 
(e.g., nursing, psychology, informatics, 
medicine and economics).
 A distinguished professor of nursing 
and associate dean for research at 
IUSON, Dr. Champion is also Scientifi c 
Director of the Mary Margaret Walther 
Program for Cancer Care Research and 
Program Leader for cancer control for 
the IU Cancer Center NCI-designated 
cancer center.  In addition, Champion 
serves as one of the co-directors of the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
– funded IUSON Center for Enhancing 
the Quality of Life in Chronic Illness 
leading the research development and 
dissemination core of the Center. Her 
national appointments include being 
a member of the National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) study section for 
Community-Level Health Promotion, 
a member of the President’s Executive 
Committee for the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) Breast and Cervical 
Cancer Committee and a member of the 
Governor’s Executive Committee for 
tobacco monies for the state of Indiana. 
Currently, Champion is president of 
the executive board for the American 
Cancer Society Great Lakes Division.

 “Vickie is one of our most innovative 
leaders who has articulated and 
shaped the fi eld of behavioral oncology 
research. She has devoted her career 
to applying knowledge to improve the 
quality of life for individuals with cancer 
and their families, thereby meeting a 
vital need for so many in our state and 
beyond. Her research fi ndings have been 
ground-breaking and have provided 
revolutionary cancer interventions that 
have led to the discovery and diagnosis 
of cancer at earlier and more curable 
stages,” said University Dean and 
Distinguished Professor Marion E. 
Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN.
 Dr. Champion earned her bachelor’s, 
master’s and doctorate at IUSON and 
began her career as a staff nurse at the 
IU Medical Center in 1970. She joined 
the School of Nursing as part-time 
faculty in 1981 and moved up the ranks 
to become a full professor in 1990 and 
distinguished professor in 2001.
 Edward W. and Sarah Stam 
Cullipher bequeathed a gift to the IU 
School of Nursing through their trust to 
establish a chair in support of a senior-
level scholar who has a well-developed 
program in nursing research and is 
committed to mentoring students and 
junior faculty. Dr. Cullipher received 
all of his degrees from IU – BS in 
Chemistry (1928), MD (1932) and 
residency in Orthopedic Surgery (1935). 
Mrs. Cullipher received her GN in 1930. 
Dr. Cullipher died in March 2001, a few 
days before his 96th birthday; his wife 
predeceased him in 1997.

Joan K. Austin,
Angela Barron McBride, and 

Victoria Champion
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